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Abstract
Mountain Cathiedrals: An Exploratory Study of Spiritual Growth
in Teen-agers Through Backpacking
by
Stephen Fletcher Venable
The purpose of this dissertation was to study whether, how, and
why teen-agers grow spiritually through a backpacking trip based on
a Rite of Passage model. The researcher led eight youth�five males
and three females�alongwith two female and one male adult
sponsors, on a five-day backpacking trip in the Weminuche
Wilderness of Colorado July 25-31, 1993. The curriculum. Path to
Adulthood, and a researcher-designed Rite of Passage ceremony were
assembled to provide an atmosphere and community where the teen
agers could respond to God's call on their lives to move to a new social
standing�responsible adulthood.
Two instruments were used to measure spiritual growth. The
Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWB) was given as a pre-test and a four-
and twelve-week post-test. Also, a journal was kept by each teen-age
backpacker where questions were answered concerning the
curriculum as well as other elements of the trip.
Since there were only eight teen-age backpackers (subjects), the
data collected for this study are seen as a limited ethnographic
analysis and any inferences to other populations must be made with
caution. The data presented here indicate evidence of positive
spiritual growth, some of which persisted to twelve weeks. Overall,
the three females in this study gave more indication of growth than
did the five males, and the five subjects without a parent participating
indicated more spiritual growth than did the three with a parent
participating in the trip. Further, the collective Religious Well-Being
(RWB) means, a subscale of the SWB, rose at each testing while the
Existential Well-Being (EWB) means, the other subscale of the SWB,
rose at the four-week post-test, then declined at twelve-weeks to fall
below the pre-test level.
Of the discrete elements of the backpacking experience
measured, the Rite of Passage ceremony, daily quiet times, and noon
Bible studies were rated by teen campers as the three most positive
contributors to spiritual growth.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
In September of 1992, 1 straddled Colorado's 12,857 foot La Ven-
tana peak, the Window. The wind brought me to my knees as it
howled through this natural break�or window�tracing some two
hundred feet through solid rock. A huge meadow surrounding the
Los Pinos River lay to the east; the valleys of the Ute Creeks to the
west. The view was, quite literally, more than I could see. I described
it later simply as a religious experience. After the trip a fellow pastor
with whom I was backpacking that week, but who did not open the
W^indov\7 With me�he had gone before, but this day I traveled alone�
wrote me a note: "I trust that vou discovered the 'window' inside." If
only it V\^ere that easy! The Windovv, you see, had discovered me! I
had backpacked that fateful week to be with friends, to enjoy the
beauty and silence and solitude afforded by the wilderness. What I
found, instead, was the barrenness within my own soul, and I have
been forever changed. Vickery quotes John Muir: "I only went out for
a walk, and finally concluded to stay out till sundown, for going out, I
found, was really going in" (47).
The Problem and Its Context
Through backpacking in the Red River Gorge of eastern Ken
tucky in 1984 and in the Rocky Mountains of northern New Mexico
and Southern Colorado from 1987 through 1994, 1 have personally
seen the lives of teen-agers changed. I have never ceased to be
amazed at what God has done in the midst of His created splendor.
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and to marvel at the unique ways a backpacking experience has
transformed lives.
Throughout the Scriptures God often deals with humanity
through a wilderness setting (Moses in Exod. 3:1; the nation of Israel
in Num. 14:20-24; Elijah in 1 Kings 19:11-18; John the Baptist in Luke
1:80, 3:2; Jesus in Mark 1:12:13). Beginning around the fourth century.
Christians began to abandon the cities of the pagan world to find
God~and salvation�in the Egyptian desert (Merton; Nouwen; Ward).
These hermits are now known as the Desert Fathers. Merton writes,
"What the Fathers sought most of all was their own true self, in Christ"
(5). They found it in the wilderness. In recent times the Church has
used many different outdoor settings and activities to enhance the
spiritual lives of its members (Bowman; Cagle; Joy "Discipleship";
Snyder). Other writings, both Christian and secular, show how
contact with the wilderness has changed people (Abbey; Douglas;
Flores; Gebhardt; Johnson; Manning; Muir; Teale; Van Matre;
Vickery).
Others also tell how and why Christian camping makes a
significant difference in the lives of teen-agers. Cagle names five
contrasting pairs of needs and concerns that contribute to making
camping a life-changing experience. The first of each of these pairs is
found in the back country, while the second is, sadly, the everyday life
of most teens. They are: community versus isolation; relaxation
versus hurried living; cooperation versus competition; nature versus
technology; awe and wonder versus mass production (17-18).
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The reality of growing up in America today does not necessarily
include such encounter with the wilderness or God, nor does it always
provide healthy avenues for growth toward responsible adulthood.
Adult status being denied teen-agers in the crucible of adolescence,
many have sought ingenuous, and often-times damaging, means of
achieving that status. Samuelson quotes Leon Dash, who reports in
When Children Want Children, that for many girls living in poverty-
stricken areas, having
a baby is a tangible achievement in an otherwise dreary
and empty future. It is one way of announcing: I am a
woman. For many boys . . . , the birth of a baby represents
an identical rite of passage. The boy is saying: I am a man.
A backpacking trip can provide healthy and empowering rites of
passage for today's teen-agers, propelling them into responsible
adulthood, past the ravages of peer initiation, as well as calling for
discipleship to Jesus Christ. Three steps identified in the rite of
passage structure are: separation from everyday life; the liminal phase
where the "sacred space" of community is created; and the return
journey where the pilgrims are reincorporated into their old lives, but
in a renewed state (Zahniser "Ritual" 4-7). Separation here refers to
taking the participants away from Bovina, Texas, and their usual
environment and community. The liminal phase relates to our time
together on the trail and the new community created there. Other
elements which will serve to create the "sacred space" include: the
Bible study curriculum used, sharing time, solitude, the new
environment of the Weminuche Wilderness, sharing Holy
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Communion together, and a rite of passage ceremony near the end of
the trip. The reincorporation of the backpackers indicates the
termination of the trip and our return home to our former
environment and community.
Another purpose of a rite of passage is to move the participants
from one social role or status to another (Turner "Rites" 386). For our
purposes, the backpacking trip v^as be designed to move the campers
from adolescence to full adult status as well as greater commitment to
Christian discipleship.
The power of the backpacking community is addressed in much
of the literature concerning the usefulness of small groups in the
church today (Snyder Radical 53-64; Wineskins 139-148). Snyder
writes, "The small group was the basic unity of the church's life during
its first two centuries. There were no church buildings then"
(Wineskins 139). He goes on to add:
Today the church needs to rediscover what the early
Christians found: That small group meetings are
something essential to Christian experience and growth.
That the success of a church function is not measured by
body count. That without the small group the church in
urban society simply does not experience one of the most
basic essentials of the gospel�true, rich, deep Christian
soul-fellowship, or koinonia. (Wineskins 140)
Koinonia is the reality of a Christian backpacking experience!
The backpacking experience itself was designed as follows:
1) Left Bovina on Sunday after morning worship. Arrived late at
wilderness trail head for the West Fork Trail and set up camp.
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2) Hiked Monday and Tuesday, setting up a new camp each
evening and tearing down each morning. There were daily Bible
study times at each noon meal (Appendix D) and solo quiet times.
Personal sharing also took place around evening campfires.
3) OnWednesday there were day hikes with no breaking down
of base camp.
4) Broke camp Thursday, hiked and set up a final camp.
Continued with Bible study and campfire sharing. Celebrated with a
specially designed rite of passage and Holy Communion Thursday
night.
5) Hiked out of wilderness on Friday and stayed in Pagosa
Springs, Colorado, for rest and sharing by teens on what the trip had
meant personally.
6) Traveled home on Saturday.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the spiritual changes
which occurred in eight teen-agers who participated in a seven-day
wilderness backpacking experience. The trip was led by the
researcher, Steve Venable, pastor of the Bovina United Methodist
Church, Bovina, Texas. In conducting this research, the following
questions were answered, insofar as possible:
Research Question #1: What is the level of spiritual maturity of
subjects in the study as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale
(SWB) prior to the backpacking trip?
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Research Question #2: How did the spiritual well-being scores
of the backpackers who had a parent participate in the trip vary from
those who did not?
Research Question #3: How did the spiritual well-being scores
of backpackers vary based upon the gender of the subjects?
Research Question #4: What is the spiritual maturity of the
subjects in the study as measured by the SWB four weeks and twelve
weeks subsequent to the backpacking trip?
Research Question #5: What changes were observed in pre-test
and four- and twelve-week post-test SWB scores among subjects in
the research?
Research Question #6: To what extent did the following
elements contribute to the backpackers' spiritual growth: daily hiking,
Bible studies, sharing times, living in the wilderness setting, daily
quiet times, relationships formed and deepened in the group, rite of
passage ceremony, leaving familiar world, daily journal writing,
carving on and using personal walking sticks?
Methodology of the Study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the spiritual changes
which occur in eight teen-agers who participated in a backpacking
trip in the Weminuche Wilderness of Southern Colorado, July 25-31,
1993. The trip followed the general guidelines given above. The age
of the subjects was from 14-18; five males and three female. Five of
the teens are active participants of the Bovina United Methodist
Church, where the researcher is pastor. Two others are active at the
First Baptist Church of Bovina and the final subject is active at Hamlin
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Memorial United Methodist Church in Farwell, Texas, about twelve
miles from Bovina. The teen-age backpackers were given the SWB the
night before we left for the backpacking trip, and again approximately
four and twelve weeks after the trip. The reliability and validity of the
SWB has been demonstrated (Bufford, Paloutzian and Ellison 57-58).
The teens were also asked to complete dailywriting assignments in a
reflective journal (Appendix D).
The SWB has two subscales, the Religious Well-Being scale
(RWB) and the Existential Well-Being scale (EWB). Each subscale has
a maximum score of 60 making the SWB maximum score 120. Each
subject was given a code so pre- and post-test SWB results could be
tabulated without identifying the subject to the researcher. In
addition to the twenty SWB questions, the post-tests also asked the
subject to rate how the following items or activities contributed to the
participants' spiritual growth: daily hikes, Bible studies, sharing time,
living in the wilderness setting, daily quiet times, relationships formed
and deepened in the group, rite of passage ceremony, leaving familiar
world, daily journal writing, carving on and using walking stick
(Appendix C). These were scored on a modified Likert scale identical
to the SWB.
Mean scores for the SWB, RWB and EWB of the pre-, four- and
twelve-week post-tests as well as journal entries were compared and
evaluated. Each of the research questions was then answered, insofar
as possible, in light of the findings.
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Subjects
The subjects of this study voluntarily participated and paid $75
each to cover the cost of food, transportation, equipment rental, and
lodging. They all have demonstrated a reasonable commitment to
Christian values and spiritual grov^th through participation in church-
related activities.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research is the backpacking
experience held July 25-31, 1993. The dependent variable was the
spiritual growth experienced by the backpackers as a result of the
backpacking trip. The measurement of the effects of the independent
variable on the dependent variable is described below.
Instrumentation
The data needed to conduct this research rests in the lives of
each participant, and the measurement of spiritual growth have
always been a challenge (Butman). However, the SWB was be given
to each participant prior to the trip in an attempt to measure the
subjects current level of spiritual well-being (Appendix B). The SWB
was again used four weeks and twelve weeks after the trip to measure
how the subjects' spiritual well-being changed after the trip
(Appendix C). Added to the post-test instrument is a section dealing
with ten specific elements of the backpacking trip. This section of the
post-test seeks to measure to what extent these elements of the trip
influenced spiritual growth.
The SWB is designed to measure spiritual well-being without
getting bogged down in specific theological issues or pre-determined
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standards of well-being (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 332). The SWB
has been shown, through exploratory research, to illuminate personal
growth toward meaning and wholeness, devotional practice,
relationship to God, and mystical experience (Ellison "Spirituality" 15).
Through a series of twenty questions, the SWB provides a combined
measure of RWB and EWB. Half of the questions deal with the
perceived quality of one's relationship with God (RWB) while the
other ten questions refer to a sense of life purpose and satisfaction
(EWB). Each item is rated on a six-point modified Likert scale from
Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree with no mid-point. About half of
the questions are worded negatively to minimize response pattern
scoring.
In addition to the SWB, the subjects kept a reflective journal
during daily quiet times. The subjects were asked to respond to
specific questions relating to their experiences during the trip. These
indicators were then utilized to provide a basis for determining
spiritual growth.
Delimitations and Generalizability
of the Study
Certainly this one backpacking trip will not answer every
question about how or why such a trip may or may not positively
affect one's spiritual life. Such is not the scope of this research. The
researcher assumed a certain predictability to the outcome of future
backpacking trips based on prior trips, and further assumed those
factors inherent in the "liminal phase" of such a trip (as discussed
above) would be windows through which God could shape and mold
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participants. However, given the small subject size of this study, the
researcher can only generalize that given a similar group from a
similar church participating in a comparable backpacking experience
can have similar results.
With these delimitations in mind, however, it is maintained that
certain concepts and elements of a backpacking experience are open
to any who would seek them. If someone should glean from the data
gathered here a particular "missing" piece or even an overall vision for
enhancing spiritual growth for themselves or others through a
backpacking or similar experience, then this project will be well-
served.
Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2 anchors the current study in the ongoing flow of
related research and literature. Chapter 3 shows the design of the
ensuing study. In Chapter 4 the findings of the study are reported.
Chapter 5 completes the dissertation with a summary of the findings
and their interpretation.
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
Several issues relating to the nature and purpose of a back
packing trip, the transforming power of community, how
backpacking can affect moral and spiritual development, the impact of
the wilderness, the role of wilderness in the Scriptures, the experience
of the Desert Fathers, and the rite of passage structure will be gleaned
from related literature and applied to the research model for this
dissertation. Religious measurement and the SpiritualWell-Being
Scale will also be discussed.
Why Backpacking?
As was stated earlier, the researcher has personally seen more
lives changed through backpacking than any other ministrywith
which he has been involved. For others, too, backpacking provides
the right environment for transforming others deeply with the life-
changing call of the Gospel. Mattson affirms, in an article on the
wilderness experience, that "nothing we do in the structured kingdom
of God offers greater potential for spiritual good than camping" (11).
Cagle refers to its impact on those who participate when he calls
backpacking "an experiment in responsibility and Christian com
munity." He goes on to say backpacking "challenges teen-agers. It
fulfills their urge for freedom, and it invites them to test themselves
beyond the boundaries of everyday life" (86).
Though there are many aspects of backpacking which cause it to
produce the effects it does, the underlying matrix in which the entire
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backpacking experience takes place is, in a word, community. HanseU
affirms this when he asks and answers the question:
Why the wilderness? The wilderness has two essential
ingredients for growth. First, for most people it is an
unknown environment. This forces people into a new
dependence upon God and each other. Secondly, it forces
people to leave their "props" behind. (11)
Community fills in the holes created in the vacuum caused by
the absence of our "props." Daryl Smith outlines seven "Community
Principles from the Trail" which are all based on maintaining a base of
absolute respect�what he calls the "fleshing out" of love. These
principles are: community is basic; cooperate instead of compete;
decisions are made by consensus; community must be inclusive; needs
are shared openly, respected and held in confidence; trust God's Spirit
in the community to change lives; and, celebrate new life and keep the
focus on Jesus ("Trailcamping" 56-60).
The Transforming Power
of Community
As was stated earlier, one lens used to examine the development
and role of community in the Christian experience is through the use
of small groups. While Howard Snyder can ask, "Are church buildings
superfluous?" (Wineskins 69), he says small groups are not! It seems
the Holy Spirit has used small groups of men and women over the
centuries as places where He ministers and carries out His ministry. It
is the Holy Spirit which gives a small group the fellowship-koinon i a -
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to come alive and be a transforming tool. Snyder goes on to quote
George Webber, who writes:
A new structure in congregational life is called for which
makes provision for genuine meeting between persons, a
context in which the masks of self-deception and distrust
will be maintained only with difficulty and in which men
and women will begin to relate to each other at the level of
their true humanity in Christ. (Wineskins 143)
This way of relating to each other through our common bond in
Jesus Christ is koinonia. Such fellowship is not nurtured through the
institutional church; only through the Holy Spirit. The Spirit's
ministry of koinonia. and thus of transformation, seems to be
facilitated in small group settings. Again, Snyder quotes Webber, who
goes on to say:
People who have listened politely to sermons for years,
when they gather together to listen to God's word from
the Bible [in a small group], are most likely to squirm in
the face of honest confrontation, and only with difficulty
can they brush aside the demands upon their lives.
(Wineskins 145)
Early Methodists discovered the koinonia of the Holy Spirit
through the use of small groups, but not without some considerable
criticism. In response to that criticism, Snyder now quotes John
Wesley, who wrote;
Many now happily experienced that Christian fellowship
which they had no so much as an idea before. They began
to "bear one another's burdens," and naturally to "care for
each other." As they had daily a more intimate
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acquaintance with, so they had a more endeared affection
for, each other. (Wineskins 148)
Other Christian witnesses to the transforming power of
community include E. Stanley Jones and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Both
men developed a theology of community through workingmodels in
which they lived. Jones initiated the Christian Ashram movement in
1930 as a missionary to India. What started as "a vacation with God"
(Jones 215), developed into the actual practice of communitywith God
through the fellowship of other Christians. Jones writes:
I used to think the church was born out of Pentecost, but
I've had to change mymind; for the church is not
mentioned in the Acts until the eighth chapter. It was the
koinonia which was born out of Pentecost .... This
koinonia became the soul out of which the body, the
church grew; it was the organism out of which the
organization grew. Where you have the koinonia. you
have the church; where you do not have the koinonia. you
have an organization, but not the church, except in
name. (232-233)
Bonhoeffer's transformation through community was borne out
of different circumstances than the Christian Ashram movement. He
was a part of a fellowship in an underground seminary in Germany
during the Nazi years. His book. Life Together, combines practical
advice with theological discussion on the goals and hard work of
Christian community. He writes:
Christian [community] is not an ideal which we much
realize; it is rather a reality created by God in Christ in
which we participate. The more clearly we learn to
recognize that the ground and strength and promise of all
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our fellowship is in Jesus Christ alone, the more serenely
shall we think of our fellowship and pray and hope for
it. (30)
He also encourages personal transformation through
community by calling for those who do not experience heart-felt
fellowship in a Christian community to avoid raising complaints.
Rather, Bonhoeffer writes:
When a person becomes alienated from a Christian
community in which he has been placed and begins to
raise complaints about it, he had better examine himself
first to see whether the trouble is not due to [him
self] .... (29-30)
In an interesting discussion on rites of passage, which will be
discussed in greater detail later, Zahniser makes the case that the sa
cred space created in the Uminal phase of a rite of passage is found for
Christians not in a temple or church building (or even God's wil
derness backcountry.) Rather, the sacred space is Jesus and His dis
ciples�Jesus in community (1989 IRC). As backpackers look down the
trail or across the cook fire at other campers, they see and experience a
reciprocal relationship where they are relying on one another for
food, protection and shelter, and a basic care and trust are established.
And to think that when they care for each other, they are also caring
for Jesus (cf. Matt. 10:42; 25:40)!
Mora] and Spiritual Formation
Kegan reminds us that "to understand another person in some
fundamental way you must know where the person is in his or her
evolution" (113). As Leyda points out:
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The building and maintaining of interpersonal
relationships is a primary concern of adolescents. Their
belief systems during this time are "conventional", that is,
largely a reflection of the face-to-face social groups which
are their communities. (33)
Though teen-agers fit in well in their newly formed trail family,
the rigors of the trip and realities of their new community challenge
their moral reasoning. The community of the trail family is an
excellent place for the "crucible of transformation" which takes
adolescents from one level of moral reasoning to the next. On the trail
there is little place for the "instrumental" use of people where "I'll do
this for you IF you'll do that for me!" Usually it is not "everyone for
themselves," but rather, "Everyone for each other" as packs are
adjusted and loads are shifted to accommodate stronger or lighter
musculature. Egocentric thinking could also be banished by the
realization that there are no "Lone Ranger" backpackers in our groups;
we work together, hike together, eat together, hurt together.
In addition, the struggle to form their identity brings adoles
cents to the place where they can see themselves as persons distinct
from their parents and family and can, for the first time in their lives,
be in a position to respond to the summons to Christian discipleship
in autonomous, personal terms (Joy "Adolescents" 91-106). Joy adds:
Adolescent development brings them to the peak
threshold for responding to the call to Christian
commitment and discipleship. For the first time in their
lives they now truly begin to have (1) freedom of
independent choice and action, (2) potential formal
thinking powers, (3) and a surging power of sexual
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maturity which tends to heighten moral sensitivity.
Whatever responses they may have made to God up to
this time, they are now confronted with the possibility of a
truly personal and total commitment to their Lord. (104)
Perhaps as backpackers grow and struggle together on the trail,
some of the basic life experiences are being laid in place which the
teen-agers can assimilate to lay the foundations for greater moral
reasoning which may eventually lead to independent, personal and
life-long decisions to follow Christ.
In addition to moral development, there are several ways
spiritual formation can be enhanced to develop the sacred space in
community on the trail. One is through use of Scripture. Cagle de
scribes camp Bible study as "the bridges [campers] build between
beliefs and living" (218). Transforming Bible studies are ones which
open "doors for campers to explore passages and identify personally
with God's action in their lives" (Cagle 232). These Bible study
methods, described byWink and Groome, "help teen-agers 'get inside'
the biblical events . . . [to] call for campers' personal faith responses to
biblical events . . . [and] are refreshing to camp leaders because they
can be led 'naturally' as conversation connected to a real camp
activity" (Cagle 232).
Worship also plays a special role in the Christian backpacking
experience. Cagle believes Christian camps are a place where campers
can "uproot in order to reroot" (219). This is certainly true of
wilderness worship. The backpackers are "uprooted" out of familiar
patterns, places and styles of worship and set down among a different
type of Christian celebration. Three themes set camp worship apart
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from "back-home" style: it is a corporate rebirth experience; it is a
reconciliation experience; it is a faith-sharing experience (Cagle 219-
221). There is corporate rebirth as community is emphasized and
realized. Reconciliation takes place immediately as needed when
campers realize the need for peace and harmony within the com
munity. Campers share their faith simply in the way they live, and
also in the context of worship as they hear and connect with one an
other's stories of faith and meaning.
Also, in the wilderness we have time set apart to be alone with
God. Douglas writes:
Wilderness has been characterized as barren and
unproductive; little can be grown in its sand and rock. But
the crops of wilderness have always been its spiritual
values�the silence and solitude, a sense of awe and
gratitude�able to be harvested by any traveler who
visits. (4)
Douglas chooses to call a trip to the wilderness an "advance" or
"approach" rather than a "retreat" because it serves to draw the
participant closer to God. Nouwen calls solitude, which can be found
in the wilderness, the "furnace of transformation" (25). When alone
with God in the wilderness, "[cjloistered by solitude and encompassed
by silence, I've worked my way past tumultuous terrain, to emerge in
a clearing where I can see for years" (Douglas 84). A backpacking trip
into the wilderness may be the only time today's teen-agers are
brought to an environment where the primary experience is the
presence of God.
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The Impact of the Wilderness
Another consideration in the exploration of the formation of
sacred space is the beauty and vastness of the backpacker's surround
ings-God's wilderness. Christian and non-Christian sources all tell of
its impact on people's lives. Vickery quotes Henry David Thoreau and
reports that Thoreau was forever changed by the Maine wilderness. It
gave him his strength. "I make it my business to extract from Nature
whatever nutriment she can furnish me, though at the risk of endless
iteration. I milk the sky and the earth" (1). When he climbed Mt.
Katahdin, Maine's highest peak, in 1846 it shook him to the depths of
his soul. Vickery quotes Thoreau:
What is this Titan that has possession of me? Talk of
mysteries! Think of our life in nature,�daily to be shown
matter, to come in contact with it,~rocks, trees, wind on
our cheeks! the solid earth! the actual world! the common
sense! Contact! Contact! Who are we? Where are
we? (24)
Vickery writes further of Thoreau's Contact! experience that
"religiously, the mountain confirmed Thoreau's suspicion that God
was to be found in the human community ... as well as in nature ....
Thoreau returned to the comparative pastoral ambiance of Walden
Pond a changed man" (25).
Another wilderness visionary, John Muir, spent his life de
fending the wilderness he loved. His favorite corner of God's creation
was Yosemite. Muir was, as the title to Austin's Christian perspective
on his life states. Baptized into Wilderness. Allying himselfwith the
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voice of the prophet John who calls to us from the wilderness, Muir
wrote:
We seem to imagine that since Herod beheaded John the
Baptist, there is no longer any voice crying in the
wilderness. But no one in the wilderness can possibly
make such a mistake, for every one of these flowers is such
a voice. No wilderness in the world is so desolate as to be
without divine ministers. God's love covers all the earth as
the sky covers it, and also fills it in every pore. And this
love has voices heard by all who have ears to hear. (Muir
135-136)
Though by this and other writings, some have claimed Muir was
a pantheist, Austin rejects that claim. He suggests instead
thatMuir found Christ in Yosemite, in the glacier and the
sequoia. They mediated to him the God who had been
hidden by the severity of his strict Christian
upbringing. . . . Muir responded to nature, and he
answered God's call to be a voice for the wilderness. In
that vocation he found life and meaning. (3)
Cathy Johnson, a naturalist artist-author, gives us another
perspective on the wilderness. It is her strength, too.
My family has always run away to the woods�when
things get threatening, when we need to breathe different
air, when we are too full of life to contain within four
walls. We run when we are bereaved or depressed or
unable to deal with the pressure. We run away to
celebrate, to exult, to find our own way in a sometimes
confusing world. If there are sermons to be found in
stones, that's where we will hear them. It is our peculiar
weakness and our peculiar strength, (xv)
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Backpackers have a special opportunity to be "in touch" with
nature. A backpacker should not simply live among and in God's
wilderness, "but should come to 'feel' his environment. To draw it
close to him. To love it. To understand it~not for its labels and fables
and fears~but as an intrinsic part of himself" (Van Matre 5). Van
Matre calls this process acclimatization, where we come to understand
and feel at home in our new wilderness surroundings~"to familiarize,
sensitize, naturalize, harmonize" (12). And since it is God's creation,
we are forever changed by it!
God at Work in the Wilderness in Scripture
As has already been stated in Chapter 1, the evidence of God
using the wilderness to shape the lives of His followers permeates the
Scriptures. The most common Old Testament word for "wilderness"
or "desert" is midbar (Harris and Archer 1: 181). This term is often
used negatively, indicating a lack of water or other good things (cf . Ps.
78:19). The New Testament uses the word spriiLiOCT. The New
International Version of the Holy Bible translates sprnuov totiov (Matt.
14:13) as "solitary place," showing that a geographical location is not
always what is indicated (Buttrick 1: 829). Brown notes that the
"desert in the OT has the double aspect of the holy: it is the place
where Yahweh reveals himself . . . , but it is also the abode of demons,
who threaten human beings with impurity, sickness and death"
(3: 1005). Kittel also notes this tension.
Particular significance attaches to the "wilderness
wandering" of Israel in the two senses already indicated.
On the one hand, it is marked by the disobedience . . .
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which caused a whole generation to perish On the
other hand, it is a time of grace when God did special
signs and wonders for His people. (2: 658)
Kittel goes on to add, "[f]or Jesus the 'place without inhabitants' is one
where nothing separates Him from God" (2: 658).
Several times in Scripture God uses the wilderness to create a
"solitary place" in the life of one of His followers. That "solitary place"
was for God and God alone. McKenna describes the setting of Jesus'
temptation in the wilderness by Satan as a three-fold test of character,
creativity and communion (40-42). In the end, the wilderness was a
place where Jesus enjoyed unbroken communion with the Father (cf.
Mark 1:12-13).
Maybe that is why the Scriptures often speak of Jesus relying on
the power of solitude in the wilderness. "But Jesus often withdrew to
lonely places and prayed" (Luke 5:16). Smith identifies sixteen major
points in Jesus' ministry where He went into the wilderness either
alone or with a group ("Toward" 8-10). It was here�in a solitary
place�that Jesus drew His strength from His Father. Perhaps, as
Douglas says, even when Jesus was sent out into the wilderness for
forty days "it was less a setting for temptation as one for preparation"
(31).
In the Old Testament Moses and the people he led were
changed by the wilderness. Moses is found on the "far side of the
desert" at "Horeb, the mountain of God" (Exod. 3:1). Later God
purified His people as He allowed them to wander forty years there
(Num. 14:20-24). God used the wilderness/desert as a place of
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revelation (Exod. 16:10; 19:1-2), strength (Exod. 15:22-25) and even
judgment, and the nation Israel was forever changed by it.
Also in the Old Testament, Elijah is changed by the Lord in the
wilderness. After defeating the prophets of Baal, Elijah fled to the
desert presumably to there let the Lord, rather than Jezebel, take his
life (1 Kings 19:4). In the desert, however, the Lord ministered to
Elijah by giving him physical strength (1 Kings 19:5-8) and
commissioned Elijah to continue His work by anointing Jehu as the
new king and Elisha as the new prophet (1 Kings 19:15-17). It was in
the desert that God brought Elijah into His presence (1 Kings 19:11). It
seems telling to me that God was not in the flash and power of the
wind or the earthquake or the fire; rather, God spoke to Elijah in the
stillness of "a gentle whisper" (1 Kings 19:12) in the desert. It is also
quite a testimony that God placed Elijah in a community of faithful
servants following his solitary desert experience. After Elijah found a
"solitary place" for God and God alone, he was placed among "seven
thousand in Israel�all whose knees have not bowed down to Baal and
all whose mouths have not kissed him" (1 Kings 19:18).
John the Baptist was another person transformed by the
wilderness. Luke writes that "he lived in the desert until he appeared
publicly to Israel" (1:80). His calling was prophesied by Isaiah the
prophet:
A voice of one calling:
"In the desert prepare the way for the Lord;
make straight in the wilderness a highway for our God.
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Every valley shall be raised up, every mountain and hill
made low;
the rough ground shall become level, the rugged places a
plain.
And the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all
mankind togetherwill see it.
For the mouth of the Lord has spoken." (40:3-5; cf. Luke
3:4-6)
"The word of the Lord came to John son of Zechariah in the
desert" (Luke 3:2b), and it was in the desert that John the Baptist
received his preparation for ministry. It was from the cauldron of the
desert that the fire of his message~"preaching a baptism of repentance
for the forgiveness of sins" (Luke 3:3)~was formed. Still, it could be
lived out only in the community of the repentant. God was not
satisfied only with John's desert experience. He called on him to use
that experience, and the strength it gave him, to reach others and to
change the lives of many (cf. Luke 7:24-28).
Perhaps the "solitariness" of the wilderness is just the place to be
after all. For the Israelites, as well as for the other faithful of God
described here, "wandering in the wilderness is the best place to be
found" (Card). Even in the temptation of Jesus where His character,
creativity and communion were being tested in the wilderness, the
end result was power for the beginning of His public ministry. Jesus'
journey into the wilderness was part of His credentials for ministry in
power and in the Spirit of the Lord (McKenna 42).
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The Desert Fathers
The spirituality of the Desert Fathers can be summarized by the
instructions given by God to Abba Arsenius, a well-educated Roman
from the court of Emperor Theodosius.
While still living in the palace, Abba Arsenius prayed to
God in these words, "Lord, lead me in the way of
salvation." And a voice came saying to him, "Arsenius, flee
from men and you will be saved." Having withdrawn to
the solitary life [in the desert] he made the same prayer
again and he heard a voice saying to him, "Arsenius, flee,
be silent, pray always, for these are the source of
sinlessness." (Ward 8)
The desire to find salvation became a call away from the world toward
God, a call to silence and a call to pray always.
The first command�to flee-was as much about where the
Fathers went as it was about what they were leaving behind. As the
world officially embraced Christianity, there were many Christians
who began to realize that the temporal power of rulers were no match
for the eternal power of the cross. "[I]f the world was no longer the
enemy of the Christian, then the Christian had to become the enemy
of the world" (Nouwen 14). Led by a deep desire to truly conform
their lives to the life of Christ, and disturbed by the coming of the
"Christian state," these men and women fled what was to find what
could be�transformation and salvation. They fled to the wildness of
the desert.
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In the desert the Fathers were met by silence. "The Desert
Fathers praise silence as the fastest way to God. 'I have often repented
of having spoken,' Arsenius said, 'but never of having remained
silent ' Silence is solitude practiced in action." (Nouwen 43-44).
Nouwen identifies three purposes of silence in the writings of the
Fathers; to make us pilgrims, to guard the fire within and to teach us
to speak (49). Silence, then, is much more than not speaking. It is not
whether we say much or little, but whether our words call forth the
reality of our God. Concerning the importance of silence to the Desert
Fathers, Merton writes of the following incident.
Theophilus of holy memory. Bishop of Alexandria,
journeyed to Scete, and the brethren coming together said
to Abbot Pambo: Say a word or two to the Bishop, that his
soul may be edified in this place. The elder replied: If he is
not edified by my silence, there is no hope that he will be
edified by my words. (73-74)
The third aspect of the spirituality of the Desert Fathers is the
call to pray continually.
The Desert Fathers did not think of solitude as being
alone, but as being alone with God. They did not think of
silence as not speaking, but as listening to God. . . . The
literal translation of the words 'pray always' is 'come to
rest.' The Greek word for rest is hesychia. and hesychasm
is the term. (Nouwen 69)
The prayer of the hesychast, then, is a prayer of the heart, not
the mind. The heart is where the soul can dweU with God. The
Russian mystic Theophan the Recluse said, "To pray is to descend
with the mind into the heart, and there to stand before the face of the
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Lord, ever-present, all-seeing, within you" (Nouwen 76). The prayer
of the heart pulls us away from intellectualizing about God into a
relationship with God.
The prayer of the heart is offered continually. Nouwen tells of a
Russian peasant who desires to live out the command of 1
Thessalonians 5:17 to "pray without ceasing." Upon being taught the
Jesus prayer, "Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on me," the peasant
repeated this prayer thousands of times on a pilgrimage through
Russia. One day the peasant said, ". . . it seemed as though my heart
in its ordinary beating began to say the words of the Prayer within
each beat. ... I gave up the prayer with my lips. I simply listened
carefully to what my heart was saying" (85-86).
The spirituality of the desert, then, not only leads us to a fuller
encounter with God, but also to more creative ministrywith those
God has given us.
Rite of Passage Structure
Rites of passage have long been recognized as a way of moving
from one clearly defined position in society to another (Turner Rites
386). Some examples include: birth, baptism, marriage, and funeral.
In many societies, there is one or more rite of passage designed to
move the initiate from childhood to adulthood (Cohen 45-108; Moore
and Gillette 3-7; Persons 155-223; Reader 65-66; Spiro; Turner Qn the
Edge 53-69; Turner Ritual: Van Gennep 65-115). A rite of passage may
be subdivided into rites of separation, rites of passage (or transition
rites), and rites of incorporation (Van Gennep 11). The first phase
involves bringing together symbols in a ritual of separation from
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others in the old state from which a transition is being made. The
second phase puts the initiates in a kind of limbo between their old
and new states. This is a chaotic time of testing where former
identities, statuses and roles are eliminated. The final phase returns
the initiate, through ritual, into society but at the new state to which
the transition has now been made (Zahniser "Ritual" 4).
A backpacking experience can be understood as a type of rite of
passage. The rites of separation are found when the campers are
removed from their normal environment and surroundings and
transported to the completely "other" world of the wilderness. Some
of the symbols of the new environment include the beauty and
vastness of the natural setting while others include the backpack, tent,
sleeping bag, cook stove, etc. The second phase of a rite of passage,
transition rites, include total and complete immersion into the
backcountry. No phones, no carbonated beverages, no radios;
nothing even remotely resembling the campers' normal environment
exists here. This phase is often called the liminal phase. ("Liminal"
means "threshold.") Liminality has to do with a place and status
which is neither here nor there; being "betwixt and between" normal
and accepted societal categories. For the backpackers, they have a
shared experience of a suspended reality (Zahniser "Ritual" 7) and it is
from this new unity found in living outside the norms and fixed
categories of the usual social system that a feeling of solidarity and
unity emerges. This oneness among initiates in a rite of passage is
called "communitas" (Myerhoff, Camino and Turner 382).
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The third phase of a rite of passage, reincorporation, occurs
when the backpackers are brought back home to return to their
former surroundings, but in a renewed state. No apologies are made
for the physical difficulty of the backpacking trip, though no attempts
are made to make the trip more strenuous than necessary. It is during
the trip that the campers find new meaning in who they are and what
they're about as Christians, and it has been shown "that there is a
direct relationship between the degree to which persons suffer for an
experience and the value that they attach to the experience"
(Myerhoff, Camino and Turner 384). For spiritual renewal to endure
through reincorporation, there must be sufficient pain and chaos in
the liminal phase.
In North America, according to Zahniser, no standard rite of
passage from childhood to adulthood exists. Instead,
a protracted and amorphous state of adolescence prevails
in which biological and psychological transitions are
taking place . . . unassisted by ritual processes that would
make the transition clear and definite for all involved.
("Ritual" 4)
Moore and Gillette, speaking specifically to males, say many
men remain boys because they have "not had the opportunity to
undergo ritual initiation into the deep structures of manhood" (3).
Rites of passage are not out of place in the Christian worldview.
Wynkoop uses Jesus' "ordination" sermon to His disciples in John
20:19-23 as a model for a Christian rite of passage. She defines a rite of
passage as a crossing in our quest for freedom and power but goes on
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to add that when we are released from a lower level of privilege and
freedom, we also face higher demands of integrity and obedience.
Using Jesus' straightforward command to His disciples, "If you forgive
anyone his sins, they are forgiven; if you do not forgive them, they are
not forgiven" (John 20:23), Wynkoop reminds us that our greater
responsibility as Christians is to forgive,
Zahniser combines the need for a rite of passage from childhood
into adulthood with Christ's command to "go and make disciples of all
nations" (Matt. 28:19) The Buddhist Shin Byu ceremony, "by which a
child of a Buddhist becomes a Buddhist" ("Ritual" 9) is used to
illustrate how a rite of passage can be used for religious purposes.
This ceremony reenacts the Great Going Forth in the life of the
Buddha and is essentially the same journey made by Prince Gautama,
the Buddha, when he renounced his wealth, privilege, family, and
status as prince to lead the wandering, ascetic life of a holy person.
The highlight of the ceremony is marked by the boys having their
heads shaved, then wearing a safron robe of the monastic order.
Though the shaving may hurt, the boys must not cry out. Also,
because of their status as monks, their hair is sacred and must not fall
to the ground. Later, in a ceremony attended only by a few, the
parents and sponsors are asked to make a wish. After stating that
their wish is nirvana, they pour a water libation, saying, "May we, as a
result of this shin-byn ceremony, attain nirvana." On the third and
final day, the initiates are given new names which they will use while
at the monastery and a senior monk compares their parent or sponsor
to Buddha. A final meal concludes the Shin Byu rite ("Ritual" 9-11).
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Through the process of critical contextualization, Zahniser seeks
to apply the principles from the Burmese Buddhist Shin Byu rite to a
ceremony for discipling Christians in a cross-cultural ministry setting.
Four inaugural events in Jesus' life taken from the Gospel of Luke are
shown to roughly parallel the Great Going Forth of the Buddha and
may be used to develop a biblically based rite of passage from
childhood to adulthood. The four events are: Jesus' separation from
His parents (2:41-52); baptism (3:21-22); solitary ordeal (4:1-13); and
proclamation in the power of the Spirit (4:14-30). Zahniser writes:
There is a sense in which this structure�separation from
parents, baptism and ordeal, return and proclamation-
parallels the rite-of-passage structure itself�separation,
liminality, reincorporation. ("Ritual" 13-14)
Persons has researched a possible contextualization of the
Basanga puberty rite, called kisungu, for use as a confirmation
ceremony into membership of local United Methodist Churches in
Zaire. After the preparations are made for a kisungu rite, the Basanga
girl who is generally at the onset of pubescence, is notified by the girl's
grandmother that her mother is extremely ill. (Women are viewed as
the base of the Basanga society, the keepers of the tradition. For this
reason, the initiation process is longer and more rigorous for females
than for males.) When the girl arrives at the lusanga. place of the
initiation, the grandmother tells the girl, "Kodi kisungu" (you are the
subject of initiation) (165). Immediately the girl falls down on a mat as
if dead and remains there for the remainder of the initiation. Falling,
the girl symbolizes death to her childhood. She is then covered with a
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blanket like the one used to cover the corpse at a funeral. The initiate
is taught by bimbela. or initiators, from her own family during the
kisungu. This is significant since the kisungu is seen as a transfer of
powers from one generation to the next. The kisungu receives
instruction in the area of self-control and endurance, social life, and
marriage, including sexual abstinence before marriage. The purpose
of the training "is to bring the kisungu to life" (176). Before the girl is
returned to society, her breasts are covered with oil and sometimes
her face is painted. The oil is a sign of physical maturity and the paint
is a sign of purity. A ceremonial marriage takes place between a male
relative and the kisungu girl, and the boy stays with the girl for a
night though there is no sexual contact between the two. This is the
point where a boy enters the initiation process to become a man.
The couple is re-introduced to the community at dawn the next
morning with much joy and a processional from where they spent the
night together. The couple is led out of the lusanga into the an open
court yard outside. The court yard symbolizes resurrection. "The old
person has remained buried within the lusanga. A new person has
appeared who has been judged as able to fulfill his/her role within the
society that awaits them" (188).
Persons describes the ritual process as an enculturating agent
where, for example, "[t]he Hebrews used the rituals within their social
setting to enculturate their children to be God's people" (265).
Christians, too, should enculturate their young into a Christian
lifestyle. With this goal in mind. Persons proposes a contextualized
confirmation rite which is based on the Basanga puberty rites and
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addresses "the deepest worldview levels of the Basanga people" and
confronts the "issues of their worldview themes with the Gospel as it
is understood by the church leadership." The proposed
"contextualization of the Basanga puberty rites of passage . . . would
have significant enculturation value for the transmission of Christian
principles from one generation to another" (266).
Joy and a team of students developed a curriculum for use
during a backpacking trip called, "A Summer's Passage: Toward
Freedom and Responsibility" using the rite of passage model. This
curriculum seeks to move the teen-age backpacker from the role of
child or adolescent to that of adult. The material covers sexuality from
a creation-based perspective and seeks to equip teen-agers (as well as
adults) for freedom and responsibility to be the adults God has
designed them to be.
The time on the trail ends with a specific rite of passage
ceremony which was recorded on videotape. In the rite, the teens are
challenged to leave their childhood behind and take on the full joys
and responsibilities of adulthood. The parents of the teens release
their children from childhood and accept them as adults. Each teen
throws his or her old walking stick, marked with their personal
"notches of past childhood," into a fire. The candidates are then tied
to a cross one at a time and questioned in liturgical form. Following
this each is laid on the ground and covered with a towel�symbolizing
death to childhood�then uncovered and welcomed into their new
adult status. After their "resurrection," they are presented with a new
walking stick, inscribed with the date of their "DEADication."
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A specific goal of the backpacking experience designed for this
study is to include a rite of passage ceremony to similarly empower
the campers and transport all involved to new and greater depths of
Christian maturity and discipleship.
Religious Measurement
and Spirituality
Since "[s]pirituality is at heart a process of communication
between God and man" (Ellison "Spirituality" 12), there are certain
inherent difficulties in attempting to measure it. Much early research
into spirituality involved primarily the measurement of religious belief
or cognition, intrinsic and extrinsic religiosity, and basic dimensions of
religiosity. Recently, several evangelical psychologists have begun to
develop instruments to measure the character and relationships
involved in spirituality rather than ideology and activity (Ellison
"Spirituality" 12-14). However, since the data needed to assess
spirituality are subjective, residingwithin each person being
measured, its measurement has long been suspect (Basinger;
Gorsuch). Though Ellison offers certain warnings concerning
operationalizing such terms as "spiritual" and "well-being," he believes
that
if we are willing to live with questions of validity that are
involved with the measurement of any phenomenon
which cannot be directly observed�whether attitudes,
emotions, values, intelligence, or spiritual well-being does
not really matter�we should be able to systematically and
scientifically develop indicators of this hidden dimension.
(Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 331)
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Though many tools for the measurement of various dimensions
of faith, religiosity, and spirituality exist and have been evaluated,
(Butman; Ellison "Spirituality"; Van Wicklin) the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale (SWB) stands out as especially appropriate for use before and
after a backpacking experience to measure the spiritual impact of the
trip on the teen-age participants. The SWB reflects an integrative
view of human nature and healthy functioning as well as recognizing
the supernatural and spiritual dimension of human nature (Ellison
and Smith 37). Well-being is likened to the biblical term shalom which
"may be viewed as the integral experience of a person who is
functioning as God intended, in consonant relationship with Him,
with others, and within one's self" (Ellison and Smith 36).
Ellison also states
Spiritual well-being should be seen as a continuous
variable, rather than as dichotomous. It is not a matter of
whether or not we have it. Rather it is a question of how
much, and how we may enhance the degree of spiritual
well-being that we have. (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being"
332)
The test is short, only twenty questions, and takes only a few
minutes to complete. According to Ellison and Smith, "it can be
effectively used with anyone who has a meaningful conception of the
term God" (39). Further, the SWB measures both the vertical
dimension of spiritual well-being in relation to God and the horizontal
dimension of life purpose and satisfaction, with no reference to
anything religious. These two measures serve as a "check" against
each other since the underlying assumption is that, while they are
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partially distinctive, there should also be some significant overlap.
These two factors comprise the Religious Well-Being (RWB) and
Existential Well-Being (EWB) subscales of the SWB. High correlations
have been found to exist between the SWB and both of the subscales
(Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 331-333).
The SWB has further been shown clearly to measure personal
growth toward meaning and wholeness, devotional practice,
relationship to God, and mystical experience (Ellison "Spirituality" 15).
Further, the SWB has been positively correlated to self-ratings of
health, general assertiveness, self-confidence, and negatively
correlated to high blood pressure, the MMPI level of
psychopathology, dependency, and passivity or avoidance of conflict.
Though there were no significant differences between the SWB and its
subscales with several Christian denominations, those identifying
themselves as born-again Christians scored higher than those self-
identified as ethical Christians. The SWB also correlates positively
with the frequency of church attendance and the frequency of family
and personal devotions (Ellison and Smith 39-42).
Summary
In this chapter the nature and purpose of a backpacking trip has
been explained in terms of the transforming power of community.
Ways in which backpacking can affect moral and spiritual
development were shown, as well as the impact of the wilderness on
several wilderness visionaries. The role of the wilderness in Scripture
was also evaluated. Further, the spirituality of the Desert Fathers was
discussed and applied to the backpacking experience. The
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applicability of the rite of passage model has also been shown and the
difficulties of religious measurement, including the use of the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale, have been illustrated.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
This chapter will explain in detail the design of the study,
showing the purpose of the study, the research questions which guide
the study, a description of the subjects, an explanation of the
instrumentation which was used, procedures for data collection,
definitions of the independent and dependent variables of the study,
and a description of the data analysis methodology.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the spiritual changes
which occurred in eight teen-agers who participated in a seven-day
wilderness backpacking experience. The researcher measured
spiritual well-being before, then again four and twelve weeks
following the backpacking experience. The variations in spiritual
well-being, including the near-term extent of those changes (within
twelve weeks), was measured and reported, as well as how spiritual
well-being varied among teen-agers who did and who did not have a
parent participating in the trip, and how it varied among male and
female teen-age backpackers. The researcher also determined, insofar
as possible, the extent to which various components of a backpacking
experience (i. e., daily hiking, Bible studies, sharing times, living in the
wilderness setting, daily quiet times, relationships formed and
deepened in the group, rite of passage ceremony, leaving familiar
world, daily journal writing, and carving on and using personal
walking sticks) contributed to the spiritual growth of the teen-age
participants.
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The researcher made every effort to isolate the positive spiritual
growth components of this backpacking trip so that future trips
planned by himself or others who have read this studywill be
enhanced for the glory of God and the benefit of teen campers.
Research Questions
The research questions which have guided this study are:
Research Question #1 : What is the level of spiritual maturity of
subjects in the study as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale
(SWB) prior to the backpacking trip?
Research Question #2: How did the spiritual well-being scores
of the backpackers who had a parent participate in the trip vary from
those who did not?
Research Question #3: How did the spiritual well-being scores
of backpackers vary based upon the gender of the subjects?
Research Question #4: What is the spiritual maturity of the
subjects in the study as measured by the SWB four weeks and twelve
weeks subsequent to the backpacking trip?
Research Question #5: What changes were observed in pre-test
and four- and twelve-week post- test SWB scores among subjects in
the research?
Research Question #6: To what extent did the following
elements contribute to the backpackers' spiritual growth: daily hiking,
Bible studies, sharing times, living in the wilderness setting, daily
quiet times, relationships formed and deepened in the group, rite of
passage ceremony, leaving familiar world, daily journal writing,
carving on and using personal walking sticks?
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Subjects
The subjects of this study voluntarily participated and paid $75
each to cover the cost of food, transportation, equipment rental, and
lodging. All were between the ages of 14-18. Five are active in the
Bovina United Methodist Church, two in the First Baptist Church of
Bovina, and one in the Hamlin Memorial United Methodist Church of
Farwell, Texas. They all have demonstrated a reasonable commitment
to Christian values and spiritual growth through participation in
church-related activities. At least one parent or guardian of each
subject signed a form granting permission for the teen-ager to
participate in the study and acknowledging informed consent
(Appendix A).
Instrumentation
Two tools were used for measuring and evaluating the subjects'
spiritual well-being; the SWB (Appendixes B and C) and a daily
directed journal (Appendix D). The subjects were given a code which
was marked on their pre- and post-test SWB and journal. This code
indicates the sex of the subject and whether or not the subject had a
parent who also participated in the backpacking experience. In
addition to the information given in chapters 1 and 2 about the SWB,
the researcher will here attempt to show the appropriateness of the
SWB for use with teen-agers following a backpacking experience, the
validity and reliability of the SWB, certain measurement
characteristics of the SWB, how the SWB will be administered and
scored, and how questions 21-30 of the backpackers post-test, which
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were added by the researcher, were designed. An explanation of the
design of the backpacker's journal will be given.
Appropriateness of the SWB. In a call for further research using
the SWB, Ellison suggests, "[ujtilization of the SWB Scale on a pre- and
post-test basis might be instructive in helping us to more clearly
understand the short and long-range impact of specific religious
exercises and events upon our spiritual well-being" ("Spiritual Well-
Being" 338). This is precisely the way the researcher conceived of
using the SWB for the purposes of this study. Ellison further draws a
distinction between spiritual well-being and spiritual health and
spiritual maturity. Spiritual well-being is said to grow "from an
underlying state of spiritual health and is an expression of it"
("Spiritual Well-Being" 332). Further, though a spiritually mature
person might be expected to also have a positive sense of spiritual
well-being, so might a newborn Christian. "This suggests that
strategies to promote spiritual well-being may be directly aimed at the
quality of one's relationship with God and one's existential state . . ."
(Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 332).
These are important distinctions when measuring the spiritual
lives of teen-agers as opposed to measuring the spiritual lives of
adults. Presumably, a 15 year-old who became a Christian at age 13
will have had less time, as well as less developmental ability, to mature
as a Christian than a 37 year-old who also became a Christian at age
13. When we conceive of spiritual well-being in this way, it is seen as
a continuous variable. "It is not a matter of whether or not we have it.
Rather it is a question of how much, and how we may enhance the
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degree of spiritual well-being that we have" (Ellison "Spiritual Well-
Being" 332).
The SWB can also be said to be an appropriate measure of the
spiritual well-being of the teen-age subjects of this research because it
is assumed that each of them has a "meaningful conception of the
term God" (Ellison and Smith 39), and also because it is quite short and
can be taken in only a few minutes, thus bypassing the problem of
potentially short teen-age attention spans.
Validity and Reliability of the SWB. Test validity suggests that
what the test set out to measure was actually measured. Through
factor analysis, it was found that the twenty items of the SWB
clustered together as expected. "All of the religious items load on the
RWB factor. The existential items appeared to load onto two
subfactors, one connoting life direction and one related to life
satisfaction" (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 333). Further, more than
fifteen years of use and examination of the item content suggests good
face validity. SWB scores have correlated with other theoretically
related scales in predictable ways. SWB, RWB, and EWB were all
found to be negatively correlated with the UCLA Loneliness Scale
(Paloutzian and Ellison), and positively correlated with the Purpose in
Life Test, Intrinsic Religious Orientation, and self esteem (Ellison
"Spiritual Well-Being" 333).
Reliability refers to the extent to which repeated testing of the
same group will yield the same, or similar, results. Research with the
SWB shows high test-retest reliability above .85 in three samples after
one, four, and ten weeks (Bufford, Paloutzian and Ellison 57-58). In
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one study, test-retest reliability coefficients from 100 student
volunteers were .93 (SWB), .96 (RWB) and .86 (EWB). "The magnitude
of these coefficients suggests that SWB has high reliability and internal
consistency" (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 333).
Measurement Characteristics of the SWB. The SWB is a twenty-
item self-report instrument with two subscales, the RWB and the
EWB, each with 10 items. The two subscales are significantly
correlated with each other as well as the overall SWB score (Ellison
and Smith 42). The subscales together "provide a combined measure
of religious and existential well-being. . . . Because we function as
integrated systems we would expect that the two dimensions, while
partially distinctive, would overlap" (Ellison "Spirituality" 14-15). This
integrated perspective of the SWB sets it apart from other measures of
psychological or spiritual health and/or well-being. They unite to
form a wholistic measure where differences of three or more between
the RWB and the EWB are significant (Bufford, Paloutzian and Ellison
64).
SWB scores are "higher for those identifying themselves as born
again Christians than for those self-identified either as ethical
Christians or as non-Christians" (Ellison and Smith 41). This is
significant since the subjects of this study attend churches which
stress the importance of being "born again" as a personal experience.
One compelling critique of the use of the SWB in research by
Ledbetter, et. al., suggests that, when using the SWB with religious
samples, such as is the nature of the present research, there is a
detrimental ceiling effect in the scoring of the test which, in effect.
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restricts the range of responses at the upper end of the scale. Using
existing research data, these researchers have shown that the range of
responses to the SWB is negatively skewed, with means higher than
would be expected if the SWB was able to measure spiritual well-
being as a continuous variable that is distributed normally. The
researcher report:
If [the] means [used as a basis for their research] are
representative of other samples, the ability of the SWBS to
measure the spiritual well-being construct at the high end
should be brought into question. (51)
The study goes on to warn researchers using the SWB "of
possible statistical distortions and the resultant potentiality for
ambiguous or confounding interpretations" (54).
Administration and Scoring of the SWB. The pre-test SWB was
administered in a group setting during an orientation in the Bovina
United Methodist Church fellowship hall the evening before leaving
for the backpacking trip. The four- and twelve-week post-tests were
administered on the Sunday closest to the end of the fourth and
twelfth week after the terminating date of the backpacking experience
during Sunday School at the subjects' respective churches.
"Items are scored from 1 to 6, with a higher number representing
more well-being. Reverse scoring for negatively worded items. Odd-
numbered items assess religious well-being; even numbered items
assess existential well-being" (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 340). The
modified Likert scale allows the subject to choose from SA (strongly
agree), MA (mildly agree), A (agree), D (disagree), MD (mildly
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disagree), SD (strongly disagree) for each of the twenty questions. On
positively worded questions, the score will move from 6 to 1, SA to SD.
The negatively worded questions score from 1 to 6, SD to SA. RWB
and EWB subscores of up to 60 each and an overall SWB score of up to
120 are possible for each pre- and post-test.
Post-Test Questions 21-30. The SWB post-test includes
additional questions, numbered 21 through 30 (see Appendix C).
These questions have been designed by the researcher to answer
research question #6: To what extent did the following elements
contribute to the backpackers' spiritual growth: daily hiking, Bible
studies, sharing times, living in the wilderness setting, daily quiet
times, relationships formed and deepened in the group, rite of passage
ceremony, leaving familiar world, daily journal writing, carving on
and using personal walking sticks?
The elements above are listed serially following the statement,
"The following parts of the backpacking trip helped me grow
spiritually" following SWB question #20. Each of the elements listed
are then measured on the identical modified Likert scale as the
original twenty SWB questions. The ten elements of the backpacking
experience enumerated flow out of the precedents in the literature
and the researcher's experience in leading backpacking trips with
teen-agers.
Backpacker's Journal. The Backpacker's Journal (Appendix D)
was designed by the researcher to give the subjects an opportunity to
express in their own words how the backpacking experience was
affecting them. Each day they were asked to answer the questions
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during a "solo" quiet time of approximately 30 minutes. The questions
asked are based on various elements from the Bible study curriculum,
planned experiences (such as the rite of passage ceremony), and the
subjects' personal encounter with God in the wilderness.
Independent and Dependent
Variables
In the case of this study, the independent variable, presumed to
cause the anticipated spiritual growth, is the backpacking experience.
The basic outline of the backpacking experience has already been
outlined in Chapter 1, and Appendix E contains the Bible study
curriculum, sharing time guides and closing rite of passage ceremony
details. Other than these program components, much of the
remainder of the backpacking trip is open for change and variability.
There is no control over the weather, condition of the trails, possible
injuries or other accidents or incidents, or even how the teen-agers
and sponsors will respond to one another. With this in mind, the
amount of control to be exerted over the independent variable seems
minimum. Perhaps it is this "anything can happen" potential which
actually strengthens the bonds of community and contributes more to
spiritual growth than if every contingency could be controlled.
The dependent variable is the spiritual growth which this study
proposes to measure. Further elements of the backpacking experience
which can be controlled deal with some basic principles "which find
their roots in the teachings of Jesus and in the findings about human
growth and development . . ." (Joy "Discipleship" 6). Some of these
principles include: mutual respect is the intentional transaction base;
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shared decision making and full and open discussion will be used;
dialogue precedes judgments; the "good of the community/family"
come before the will of any one person; moral development
stages/structures are identified as a "listening tool" for getting inside
the world of the campers; sharing times are structured for treasuring
personal history; sponsors will intervene in any activity which
appears to have destructive potential (Joy "Discipleship" 6-8).
Data Analysis
Because of the small number of subjects who participated in the
backpacking experience, it is not believed that the application of
inferential statistics will yield significant findings. Further, those
trained in the pastoral ministry who might read this study may be
more able to understand frequency analysis than inferential statistical
analysis.
SWB, EWB and RWB average scores will be compared and evaluated
from pre-test and four- and twelve-week post tests in an attempt to
answer the appropriate research questions. Also, answers to questions
21-30 of the post-tests (Appendix C) have been tabulated to see how
each of the listed elements of the backpacking trip was perceived to
affect spiritual growth and well-being, and how those perceptions
changed between the four- and twelve-week post-test dates. Written
responses from the Backpacker's Journal have been interjected as
deemed appropriate by the researcher to illustrate evidence of
changes in spiritual well-being.
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Summary
It was shown in this chapter that the purpose of the study was
to evaluate the spiritual changes which occurred in eight teen-agers
who participated in a seven-day wilderness backpacking experience.
The subjects were defined as eight teen-agers from three churches in
Parmer County, Texas. The instruments used to measure spiritual
changes in the subjects were the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWB) on a
pre-test basis, and a post-test version given at four and twelve weeks
which includes additional questions concerning the role of various
discrete elements of the backpacking experience on the subjects. The
design of a Backpacker's Journal was also discussed. The independent
variable of the study�the backpacking experience�and the dependent
variable�evidence of spiritual growth�were described. Finally, the
use of frequency analysis as opposed to inferential statistics was also
explained and justified.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of the
study conducted by answering the research questions first outlined in
Chapter 1. Answers were drawn from the pre- and post-tests and the
Backpacker's Journal, as appropriate. Due to the small N, only
frequency analysis will be used, not inferential statistics. The findings
should be read with this in mind.
Pre-Test SWB Scores
The eight teen-age participants were given the SWB (Appendix
B) the evening before the backpacking trip started. Table 1 below
shows the averages of the SWB, RWB and EWB from that pre-test.
Table 1
Mean SWB, RWB and EWB Pre-Test Scores
N Scale Means
8
SWB 99.50
RWB 50.75
EWB 48.75
The researcher did not find any normed SWB scores for teen
agers, but it should be noted that the subjects' overall SWB score was
99.5 out of a possible 120. Elsewhere (Bufford, Paloutzian, Ellison 62),
mean scores for religious groups ranged from a low of 82.81 to a high
of 109.88
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SWB Score Variations Based
on Parent Participation
Table 2 shows the average SWB, RWB and EWB pre-test and
four- and twelve-week post-test scores of the three subjects whose
parents served as sponsors on the backpacking trip and the five who
did not have a parent participate.
Table 2
Mean Pre-Test, 4- and 12-Week Post-Test SWB, RWB
and EWB Scores of Subjects with Parents and
Those Without Parents Participating
in the Backpacking Trip
Sample Group n Pre-Test 4-Week 12-Week
With Parents 3
SWB 98.67 100.00 97.33
RWB 53.00 49.67 53.33
EWB 45.67 50.33 44.00
Without Parents 5
SWB 100.00 107.60 104.80
RWB 49.40 55.20 54.00
EWB 50.60 52.40 50.80
It can be seen that the SWB scores for the subjects with parents
participating started out lower, as indicated by the pre-test mean, and
ended up lower still on the twelve-week post-test, as compared with
the subjects whose parents did not participate in the experience.
Those whose parents participated started out with higher RWB
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averages (+3.60) but again scored lower than the subjects whose
parents did not participate on the four-week post-test (-5.53) and the
twelve-week post-test (-.67). The subjects with parents participating
showed lower EWB scores in all three testings than those whose
parents did not participate.
Responses to journal entries concerning the subjects'
relationship with God seemed fairly consistent for both groups. In
response to Wednesday's question, "What happened to you today
that brought you closer to God? Why?/' one female subject whose
father served as a sponsor wrote, "At lunch we climbed up to a small
bluff, and being able to see even such a small and beautiful part of
God's creation helped me to realize even more how truly awesome He
is." In response to Friday's final question, "What one thingwill you
take home with you and say, 'This helped bring me closer to God!'
and why?," another female subject who was not accompanied by a
parent wrote, "My cross I received last night [which was given to the
subjects at the Rite of Passage ceremony]. It's unique and it marks a
very special time in my life. It represents freedom and responsibility,
love and pain, it also represents God and his involvement in this trip.
I'll cherish it and my memories of this trip forever." None of the
journal entries openly described how having or not having a parent
involved helped or hindered in any way.
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SWB Score Variations Rased
on Backpacker Gender
Table 3 shows the pre-test and four- and twelve-week post-test
SWB, RWB and EWB averages for the five male and three female
subjects.
Table 3
Mean Pre-Test, 4- and 12-Week Post-Test SWB,
RWB and EWB of Male and Female Subjects
Sample Group n Pre-Test 4-Week 12-Week
Males 5
SWB 101.00 103.60 101.20
RWB 53.20 52.80 47.80
EWB 47.80 50.80 47.60
Females 3
SWB 97.00 106.67 103.33
RWB 46.67 53.67 54.00
EWB 50.33 53.00 49.33
The male subjects posted higher pre-test SWB and RWB scores
than the females, but the female four-week and twelve-week scores in
all three categories were higher than the males. The difference
between the male pre-test and twelve-week post-test means is only
+ .20, while the difference between the same scores for the females is
+6.33. The EWB scores for both males and females increased slightly
at the four-week post-test, then both twelve-week post-test means fell
slightly below pre-test levels. The SWB and RWB twelve-week post-
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test means were higher than their pre-test counterparts for both males
and females.
Journal entries were consistent in praise for the positive benefits
of the backpacking experience. Both groups responded positively to
such questions as Thursday's, "Do you feel closer to God now than
Monday? How? Why?" One female wrote, "Yes. I feel closer to Him.
This whole trip is centered on Christ. Spending so much time with
Him has helped me become close to Him." A male subject responded,
"Yes, simply because this atmosphere (the mountains as well as the
people) encourages me to seek God more and to be more attentive to
him."
Post-Test SWB Scores
Table 4 shows the overall averages for all participants' post-test
scores.
Table 4
Four- and Twelve-Week Post-Test
SWB, RWB and EWB Means
N Scale 4-Week 12-Week
8
SWB 104.75 102.00
RWB 53.13 53.75
EWB 51.63 48.25
Note that the twelve-week post-test scores dropped for the SWB
and EWB, but rose very slightly (+.62) on the RWB subscale. Again,
there are no normed SWB scores for teen-agers, but these scores fall
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within the scope of religious groups samples. RWB means in the
present research were 53.13 at four weeks and 53.75 at twelve, while
Bufford, Paloutzian and Ellison report means between 34.10 and 56.73
in their published norms for religious groups (60). The EWB means
reported here also fell within the range of means for religious groups.
The subjects of this research scored 51.63 at four weeks and 48.25
twelve weeks, while the range given by Bufford, Paloutzian and
Ellison is between 46.67 and 53.15 (61).
Changes in Pre-Test and Post-Test
SWB Scores
Table 5 below shows the average pre-test and four- and twelve-
week post-test SWB, RWB and EWB scores for all participants.
Table 5
Mean Pre-Test, Four- and Twelve-Week
Post-Test SWB, RWB and EWB Scores
N Scale Pre-Test 4-Week 12-Week
8
SWB 99.50 104.75 102.00
RWB 50.75 53.13 53.75
EWB 4875 5L63 48.25
The overall SWB means of the subjects ascend 5.25 points
between the pre-test and four-week post-test, then drops 2.75 on the
twelve-week post-test. The twelve-week post-test scores were 2.50
points higher than the pre-test SWB score means.
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The RWB means rose at each testing, though the difference
between the four- and twelve-week post-test is only + .62.
The EWB means rose 2.88 between the pre-test and the four-
week post-test, then fell 3.38 between the four- and twelve-week post-
tests. The EWB is the only area where the twelve-week post-test fell
below pre-test levels, though the difference was only -.50.
Elements Contributing to
Spiritual Growth
Table 6 below displays the four- and twelve-week post-test
averages for questions 21-30, and the mean of these two averages for
each question.
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Table 6
Mean Scores for Questions 21-30 of Four- and
Twelve-Week Post-Test and Their Means
N Question 4-Week 12-Week Mean
8
21 4.13 4.63 4.38
22 5.25 5.13 5.19
23 5.50 5.38 5.44
24 4.75 5.00 4.88
25 5.50 5.50 5.50
26 5.00 5.13 5.07
27 5.75 5.63 5.69
28 4.25 5.25 4.75
29 5.00 5.38 5.19
30 4.14 5.63 4.89
Questions 21-30 of the four- and twelve-week post-tests were
preceded with the following statement: "The following parts of the
backpacking trip helped me grow spiritually." Following each
question were the same answer options given for the first twenty
questions: SA (strongly agree), MA (mildly agree), A (agree), D
(disagree), MD (mildly disagree), and SD (strongly disagree). The
answers were scored six points to one point, from SA to SD. The
questions were: 21. daily hiking, 22. noon Bible studies, 23. evening
sharing times, 24. living in the wilderness setting, 25. daily quiet times,
26. relationships formed and deepened in the group, 27. Thursday
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night Rite of Passage ceremony, 28. leavingmy familiar world behind,
29. daily journal writing, and 30. carving on and usingmy walking
stick (Appendix C).
The means of the two post-test scores clustered between 4.38
and 5.69, representing responses from agree (4 points) upward to
strongly agree (6 points). Except for question 25, "daily journal
writing," which scored a consistent 5.50, all other scores fluctuated
between the four- and twelve-week post-tests. Six of the remaining
nine posted increased means at the twelve-week post-test (questions
21, 24, 26, 28, 29, and 30), while three scores dropped in the twelve-
week post-test (questions 22, 23, and 27).
The two greatest changes between the four-week and twelve-
week means were on questions 28, "leaving my familiar world
behind," (+1.00) and 30, "carving on and usingmy walking stick"
(+1.49). Both changes were positive, indicating, perhaps, that the
perceived significance of these areas grew in the minds of the subjects
subsequent to the four-week post-test date.
Question 21, "daily hiking," drew the lowest mean score (4.38),
while question 27, "Thursday night Rite of Passage ceremony,"
received the highest (5.69).
Journal entries were made concerning the positive benefit of the
evening sharing times (question 23), living in the wilderness setting
(question 24), daily quiet times (question 25) relationships formed and
deepened in the group (question 26), the Thursday night Rite of
Passage ceremony (question 27), daily journal writing (question 29),
and carving on and using the walking stick (question 30). Five
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subjects wrote that the quiet time was an activity that helped them
feel closer to God on Tuesday. Other responses to that question were
journal writing and "just seeing His creations," at one each. In
response to the final question, "What one thingwill you take home
with you and say, 'This helped bring me closer to God!' and why?,"
two subjects wrote that their walking sticks were that one thing. Both
of these subjects were accompanied by a parent.
One female subject who had been backpacking with the
researcher on two prior trips and who was not accompanied by a
parent wrote, "This trip was awesome! The journals were a wonderful
idea. I can't wait until next year to do it again!"
All responses to Wednesda3/s question, "How do you feel about
the trail family?" were positive. One male subject who was not
accompanied by a parent wrote, "I feel that everyone is friends with
each other, and that if someone needs help with something there is
someone there for him."
Responses to Friday's question, "How did the Rite of Passage
last night affect your relationship with God?" mentioned various
factors. These included: "It brought me closer to God" (6), "I felt
loved" (1), "It helped me realize that I need to grow as a Christian" (1)
and, "The symbolism helped to bring my relationship [with God?]
more into focus. The Rite reaffirmed my salvation and it showed me
the responsibility I have as a Christian" (1). Three of the responses to
the final question concerning the one thing that helped bring the
subject closer to God mentioned the crosses given out during the Rite
of Passage ceremony.
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Summary
The data presented here indicates that the subjects of the
backpacking trip which was the context of this study experienced
varying degrees of growth in their spiritual well-being. The SWB
scores indicate that some of the growth endured as long as twelve
weeks following the termination of the trip. Further, the three female
subjects showed more evidence of growth than did the five male
subjects, and the five subjects without a parent participating seemed
to enjoy more growth than did the three subjects with a parent
participating. Various elements of the trip were perceived as
contributing at differing levels to the growth attained during the trip.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Interpretation
The purpose of this chapter is to define the limitations of the
study, evaluate and interpret the data presented in chapter 4, place
the current study in the stream of related literature, develop
implications for future studies, and draw out some possible
applications which flow naturally out of the current study.
Limitations of the Study
Because of the small number of subjects participating in the
backpacking trip which is the focus of this study, the resultant data
can only be said to be true of this trip and these subjects, and it can
not be inferred that subsequent backpacking trips, even though
similar in nature with a similar make-up of subjects and sponsors,
would yield similar results. The purpose of this study, and this
chapter in particular, is to describe what actually happened during
and following the backpacking trip in focus, based on the data
collected, with respect to the subjects' spiritual well-being, and then
perhaps to plot out possible trajectories for future research. These
limitations should be kept in mind when reading the following data
interpretation.
Evaluation and Interpretation
of the Data
The mass of raw data presented in the previous chapter evokes
the questions, "Did it happen? Did the backpackers grow spiritually?
And if so, "How much, for how long and for whom?"
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It seems that, yes, spiritual growth did occur. The SWB scores
offer three "snapshots" of spiritual well-being, and results would seem
to indicate that there was an overall increase in the spiritual well-
being of the subjects at four weeks. Much of the increase in spiritual
well-being persisted even to twelve weeks, indicated by the twelve-
week post-test means of the SWB and RWB gaining over the pre-test
levels. The RWB subscale means rose at each testing, perhaps
indicating that the religious nature of the trip offered opportunities
for growth which this subscale could measure.
On the other hand, EWB means rose by 2.88 at the four-week
level, then dropped by 3.38 at the twelve-week test to fall .50 points
below the pre-test average. EWB means were 2.00, 1.50 and 5.50
points lower than their RWB counterparts at the pre-test, four- and
twelve-week post-test levels. Existentially, backpacking is a
challenging activity. (Remember that question 21 of the post-tests,
"daily hiking," had the lowest average score.) The subjects endured
seemingly endless mountain terrain, physical exhaustion, cold nights,
insects, camp food, 40 degree and colder water for bathing, the un
known, etc. during the experience. Given the subjects' religious
background, they may have been inclined to interpret the positive
existential elements (beauty of the wilderness setting, relationships
formed and deepened, sharing times, quiet times, etc.) through a
"religious" lens, and the negative ones existentially. Another factor
which might possibly contribute to growth in RWB scores is the
subjects' continuing participation in church-related activities. The
EWB scores might have been negatively affected by the beginning of
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the school year, which occurred between the four- and twelve-week
post-test dates. Still, overall SWB twelve-week post-test means were
2.50 points above the pre-test level, indicating at least some small
measure of enduring positive spiritual change.
Entries in the journals were unanimous concerning the positive
near-term effects on the quality of the subjects' perceived relationship
with God and the other members of the group. As was reported in
Chapter 4, many separate elements of the backpacking experience
were cited as factors contributing to the subjects' enhanced sense of
spiritual well-being during the scope of the backpacking experience.
One puzzling feature on the subject of spiritual growth is
attempting to understand the differences between the spiritual
growth of those subjects who had a parent participate in the trip and
those who did not. (See further discussion beginning on page 70.) As
has been discussed under Research Question #2 in Chapter 4 (pp. 48-
49), the three subjects whose parents participated in the trip showed
less inclination to increases in spiritual well-being than the five
subjects whose parents did not participate. For those subjects with
parents participating, SWB means rose 1.33 from the pre-test to the
four-week post-test, then fell 2.67 at the twelve-week to a level 1.34
points below the pre-test mean. Though the twelve-week post-test
mean dropped below the pre-test level, the scores were very
consistent, with the greatest fluctuation between the three SWB
means being only 2.67 points (between the four- and twelve-week
post-tests).
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The SWB means for the five subjects who did not have a parent
participating were higher at all three testings, and also varied more
widely. These means rose 7.60 points between the pre-test and four-
week post-test, then dropped only 2.80 points between the four- and
twelve-week post-test scores. These means varied over 2.8 times more
than means for those whose parents did participate.
There were two male subjects whose mothers each served as
sponsors, and a female subject whose father was a sponsor. The
fourth sponsor was the researcher who had no children participating.
The female subject with her father participating scored 103, 109 and
112 on the three SWB scores, while the two male subjects with
mothers participating scored 86, 87 and 88 and 107, 104 and 92.
Without the influence of this final male subject, the mean SWB scores
for subjects with parents participating would be 94.50, 98 and 100~an
increase at each testing. (The researcher can not reasonably speculate
as to why the scores of the second male with a mother participating
dropped off so significantly at every testing, and in every subscale.)
With only three subjects in the present research with a parent
participating, no general conclusions can be drawn about the overall
effect of parental participation. The present study does not even
include an example of a female subject with her mother participating
or a male subjectwith his father participating.
Still, since these last means are below the SWB means of the five
subjects who did not have a parent participating (100, 107.60 and
104.80~see Table 2), perhaps there is some small amount of room to
infer that parental participation will not necessarily increase the
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amount of positive spiritual growth obtained from the experience.
Conversely, not having a parent participate may be more conducive
for spiritual growth than having one participate, at least for the
backpacking experience that was the subject of the present research.
(Journal entries seem consistent, with subjects from both groups
indicating positive experiences throughout the backpacking trip.
Only the mention of the importance of their walking sticks by two
subjects with parents participating, with no other subjects in either
group mentioning their walking sticks, sets this group apart with
respect to their journals.)
One other interesting variation between these two groups is in
their responses to questions 24, "living in the wilderness setting," and
26, "relationships formed and deepened in the group^" on the four-
and twelve-week post-tests. Though overall, the subjects with parents
participating averaged .21 points higher in their responses to
questions 21-30, their score was 1.27 higher on question 24 and 1.24
higher on question 26. For some reason, living in the wUderness
setting and the relationships formed and deepened in the group were
more significant to the subjects whose parents participated than those
whose parents did not.
Though Bufford, Paloutzian and Ellison report "The majority of
the data suggest that age and gender are not related to SWBS," (65)
there seem to be some notable variations among the subjects of this
research with respect to gender. While the male SWB and RWB pre
test means are higher than the same scores for the females (the SWB is
4 points higher and the RWB is 6.53 points higher for the males), the
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female group posts higher means for all other scores. For the males
the four-week post-test SWB mean is 103.60 (an increase of 2.60 from
the pre-test) and the twelve-week post-test SWB mean is 101.20 (a
decrease of 2.40 from the four-week post-test, but an increase of .20
over the pre-test).
The female group scored 97 on the pre-test SWB (as already
noted, this is 4 points below the males), 106.67 on the four-week post-
test (an increase of 9.67 over the female SWB pre-test mean and 3.07
points higher than the same mean for the male group) and 103.33 for
the twelve-week post-test (a drop of 3.34 from their four-week post-
test but still an increase of 6.33 over their pre-test mean and 2.13
points higher than the male twelve-week post-test SWB mean). The
RWB means for the male group dipped by .40 at the four-week post-
test, but rose .40 above the pre-test level at the twelve-week post-test.
The male EWB means rose 3 points at four weeks, then dropped 3.20
points at twelve weeks, for a decrease of .20 points between the pre
test and twelve-week post-test.
The female RWB means rose at each testing, for an increase of
7.33 from the pre-test to the twelve-week post-test, but the EWB scores
rose 2.67 points at four weeks, then fell 3.67 points, one point below
the pre-test mean, at twelve weeks.
As was noted in chapter 4, though the female group SWB pre
test mean started out 4 points lower than the male group, their four-
week mean rose to exceed the male mean by 3.07 points. The female
twelve-week SWB mean was 2.13 points higher than the respective
male score. Overall, the SWB and RWB scores would seem to indicate
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more positive change in the female group's spiritual well-being than
for the males.
At first glance it may seem that a backpacking trip is more
appealing to male than to female teen-agers. Factors such as fewer
amenities, less personal hygiene facilities than normal and great
physical exertion would seem to indicate that backpacking might be
classified as a "masculine" activity. Less obvious, perhaps, are the
affective, relational, "feminine" aspects of the overall backpacking
experience. The journal entries of two of the three females are longer
and perhaps more thoughtful than all but one of the males. Four of
the five males offered brief, even terse, journal entries, putting
seemingly little thought into most responses. The one male exception
came from the oldest male subject whose entries were as long as the
two females mentioned above, and appear to be equally reflective.
The female subjects seemed to draw strength from the
relationships formed and deepened in the group while the males
seemed to enjoy the benefits of the daily quiet times, mentioning it
favorably eight times in their journals. There were only two
references to daily quiet times by the females. The males scored .80
higher on their combined post- test average for question 25, "daily
quiet times," than the females. On the other hand, the three females
were .90 higher on question 23, "evening sharing times."
Interestingly, the females scored 1.27 points higher on question 24,
"living in the wilderness setting," and .94 higher on question 28,
"leavingmy familiar world behind." (On average, the females scored
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.24 points higher than the males, so the differences cited above seem
notable.)
The post-test responses to questions 21-30 indicate that the
elements listed contributed positively, in varying degrees, to the
spiritual well-being of the subjects. Table 7 following shows the mean
post-test scores for these items, listed in descending order.
Table 7
Post-Test Means for Questions 21-30 Ranked in
Descending Order by Response Scores
N Question 4-Week 12-Week Mean
8
27 5.75 5.63 5.69
25 5.50 5.50 5.50
23 5.50 5.38 5.44
22 5.25 5.13 5.19
29 5.00 5.38 5.19
26 5.00 5.13 5.07
30 4.14 5.63 4.89
24 4.75 5.00 4.88
28 4.25 5.25 4.75
21 4.13 4.63 4.38
The highest rated item was question 27, "Thursday night Rite of
Passage ceremony," receiving a combined average of 5.69 for all post-
test scores. This mean represents a score very near the highest
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possible point value of 6, which is a strongly agree (SA) response.
Though it was not surprising to the researcher, it was gratifying to
find this element of the backpacking experience scoring first in terms
of positive spiritual influence. The Rite of Passage ceremony was the
culmination of the week-long experience, and its effectiveness was
deemed essential to the researcher prior to the outset of the trip. On
the night of the ceremony, just before it began, the group experienced
the first and only rain for the week. It continued to drizzle
throughout the ceremony, adding to the distinction of the service.
Journal entries perhaps are telling as to why the ceremony was
so important. During Friday's quiet time, subjects were asked this
question: "How did the Rite of Passage last night affect your
relationship with God?" Typical responses included: "It brought me
close because I became an adult in front of God." "It helped me realize
that I need to grow as a Christian. Just like I don't want to remain a
child, I don't want to always be a baby Christian." "I felt loved."
"Daily quiet times," question 25, received the second highest
scores. As was discussed above, female subjects rated this element .80
below their male counterparts, while there was no variation between
those who had a parent participating and those and those who did
not. Next was question 23, "evening sharing times," which the female
subjects scored .90 higher than the males while there was only a .10
difference between the group with a parent and the group without.
"Noon Bible Studies," question 22, and "daily journal writing,"
question 29, tied for fourth place. As was noted above, question 21,
"daily hiking," was ranked last in its perceived influence on spiritual
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growth. Female subjects rated it .20 higher than males and subjects
with a parent scored .47 higher than those without.
Post-test data would suggest the ten elements enumerated in
questions 21-30 had varying amounts of effect on the spiritual growth
and well-being of all subjects. There are undoubtedly other important
elements, but these ten offer an appropriate starting point for building
a strong experience for teen-age backpackers.
How Current Findings Fit into
Related Literature
There is much data from the current research which ties it into
the stream of existing related literature. First is the conclusion that the
backpacking case study examined here did indeed produce positive
changes in spiritual well-being which lasted up to twelve weeks. The
voices of Christian sources, both contemporary and ancient, all speak
to the possibilities of change and growth in the wilderness setting.
This study, too, has shown that spiritual growth is possible, and that
its constituent elements, at least in some measure, may be discerned.
The common elements shared by the teen-age participants in
this study and those of the Desert Fathers also brought spiritual
growth to the backpackers. Though responses to how living in the
wilderness setting affected spiritual growth, and its corollary question,
"leavingmy familiar world behind," were lower than most other
elements in the four- and twelve-week post-tests, the daily quiet
times�as close as we got to individual solitude�were rated as second
only to the Rite of Passage ceremony. Group leaders encouraged
participants to pray during the daily quiet times� fleeing, solitude and
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prayer being the three identified elements of the spirituality of the
Desert Father-so the scores on this element may reflect a sense of
connection with God through prayer in their times alone.
The breakdown of variations in spiritual well-being also point to
the positive effects of the rite of passage model used in the
backpacking experience in general, and the Rite of Passage ceremony
employed during the trip in particular. The rite of passage literature
reviewed in preparation for the design and implementation of this
trip (Cohen; Joy "A Summer's Passage"; Moore and Gillette; Myerhoff
and Camino; Persons; Reader; Spiro; Turner; van Gennep; Wynkoop;
Zahniser) identifiied change in status as a primary outcome of
participation in a rite of passage. This seems an appropriate way to
describe the differences perceived by the subjects of the experience in
question. Each one expressed in their journals a new, closer
relationship to God�a new status indeed. It is interesting to note that
of the four sub-groups identified (females, males, subjects with a
parent participating, subjects without a parent participating), it was
this final group, subjects without a parent participating, which posted
the highest mean score on post-test question 27, 'Thursday night Rite
of Passage ceremony." Most of the ritual passages into adulthood are
completed with only a minimum of participation by the parents
(Moore and Gillette 4-5; Zahniser "Ritual Process"). The movement
from childhood to adulthood necessitates a movement away from
parents, and their participation is almost always as spectators, not key
players. Sponsors or mentors, or sometimes unknown adult members
of surrounding tribes, performed the actual rites of initiation and
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passage. Concerning the bar mitzvah initiation for thirteen year-old
Jewish boys, Spiro writes that during his bar mitzvah.
The boy develops new relationships, these being
connected to the tribe or group as a whole rather than to
one nuclear or even extended family. This encourages
him to form new loyalties and to separate himself from the
old ones. (392)
The Rite of Passage ceremony used during the backpacking
experience which is the subject of this study (Appendix E) allowed
those teen-age subjects who were not accompanied by a parent to be
led through the rite by another adult "sponsor." The adults chose the
youths they would sponsor in this case, based on the strength of their
pre-existing relationship and the bonds formed during the
backpacking trip itself.
Unlike other culturally-established rites of passage, ours was not
officially recognized by parents, adults, or youth when we returned
home from the backpacking experience. Wynkoop points out that
rites of passage release us from a lower level of privilege, but also
require of us higher demands of integrity and obedience. Van
Gennep writes:
The person who enters a status at variance with the one
previously held becomes "sacred" to the others who
remain in the profane state. It is this new condition which
calls for rites eventually incorporating the individual into
the group and returning him to the customary routines of
life, (vii-ix)
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It is the concern of the researcher that since our rite was not
seen as "sacred," the greater demands of integrity and obedience
Wynkoop spoke ofmight dissipate soon after reincorporation. The
Jewish bar mitzvah is again illustrative of this principle of cultural
recognition. Again Spiro notes, "One of the ancient texts says that 'one
who reaches thirteen is called ish.' The word ish means man or adult"
(395) and it is the distincitive designation for God's first created male.
He goes on to add clearly, "The bar mitzvah is primarily a
student engaged in the cognitive task of preparing for his big day in
the synagogue when, through reading from the Torah, he becomes
recognized as an adult Jew" (397).
When the subjects of the current research returned home from
the backpacking trip, with the Rite of Passage ceremony but a few
days behind them, they were not likely welcomed by parents, church
members nor any other significant adults ready to recognize them as
having achieved a new status. Many of the subjects were seen
wearing their gold crosses from the ceremony for about one month
after the trip, but once again, the significance of the cross and the Rite
was generally lost on all non-participants. What effect this lack of
recognition had and continues to have on the subjects is unclear. It is
assumed, however, that a culturally recognized rite could possibly
provide even greater effectiveness in long-term spiritual growth.
Indications for Future Study
Since the small sample size of the present research prevents
inference about future results, it could be said that every aspect of this
study calls for additional research. Some of the elements of the
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backpacking trip mentioned above might particularly be enlightened
through the application of further study.
The variation of spiritual growth between various groups
should be studied further. Questions which could not be answered
conclusively through this study include: How does the spiritual
growth of teen-age backpackers vary based on whether or not a
parent also participates in the study? How does it vary between a
female subject with a male parent, a female subject with a female
parent, a male subject with a male parent, and a male subject with a
female parent? How does spiritual growth vary between male and
female backpackers?
The role of parent vs. mentor involvement in the rite of passage
process needs to be studied further, as does the possibility of
developing a rite which could be more widely recognized. Various
rite of passage ceremonies, using different elements and more or less
physical involvement of the subjects and sponsors, could also be
studied with an eye to spiritual growth.
Other questions which were not included in the scope of this
study, but which might prove helpful, include: How does spiritual
growth vary between church-based and mixed church (i. e.,
conference-based) trips? How does spiritual growth vary based on
the age of the teen-age subject? How does the relationship between
the sponsor(s) and the subjects affect spiritual growth?
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Possible Applications Based
on the Research
The current study offers several windov^^s through which one
can see possible applications, primarily through local church ministry,
for advancing the spiritual well-being of those who will participate.
The applications discussed here will be based on various life-changing
elements of the study in question and will be divided into two main
sections: taking the church to the "wilderness" and bringing the
"wilderness" to church.
Taking the Church to the "Wilderness." There are various ways
people can be introduced to the possible spiritual well-being
enhancing and life-changing elements of the wilderness, other than a
backpacking experience similar to the one described in this study.
One such experience is the Christian Ashram (Jones 214-235;
Seamands), discussed earlier. The word ashram comes from the
Sanskrit language in India and connotes a cessation from work. The
Christian Ashram movement was founded by Dr. E. Stanley Jones,
missionary to India, and was based on
the ancient forest schools of India, where a guru, or
teacher, would go aside with his chelas. or disciples, and
in corporate spiritual quest would [s]earch for God
through philosophical thought and spiritual exercises. . . .
In the Christian Ashram, Jesus Christ Himself is the Guru.
(Seamands 2)
The first Christian Ashram was held at Sat Tal (Seven Lakes) in
the foothills of the Himalayas. At first, the Ashram was a full-time
living arrangement, which became very close-knit as the needs of the
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community were emphasized. "Family meetings" were held to discuss
the various needs and develop plans to meet them. For most, the
Ashram community became family. Later, Ashrams became short-
term spiritual retreats, lasting a few days, but the centrality of Jesus as
the Head of the Ashram, and the reality of the transforming
community were never lost. Today there are still many Ashrams
meeting periodically in the United States, mostly in campground-type
retreat settings where the beauty of God's creation can more easily
come alive for the participants.
Another retreat designed to allow participants to experience
God more fully, is called A Journey Toward Solitude and Community
(Job). The twin emphases of this retreat as reflected in its title, solitude
and community, reflect two of the tensions and elements of a
backpacking experience which are invaluable for spiritual growth.
The schedule of this forty-eight hour retreat swings back-and-forth to
provide both solitary and community time for the participants. There
are directed reflection activities during solitude, and discussion guides
for group times. The themes of the reflection times, which revolve
around various aspects of spirituality, community and covenant,
indicate that full-orbed spiritual growth occurs when both solitude
and community are appropriately wed.
These two elements were used to great advantage during the
backpacking experience which formed the basis of this study. There
were daily "solo" quiet times, as well as group meals, sharing, Bible
studies, hiking, etc. Though we spent most of our time together as a
group, and perhaps because of this fact, according to the two post-
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tests daily quiet times was the second highest rated element of the trip
which led to increased spiritual growth.
Bringing the "Wilderness" to Church. Much has been written
about the possibility of bringing the "wilderness" home to church
(Smith "Trailcamping" 60-61; Venable 24-25). Here the emphasis is on
community. Smith writes:
Any community life in a local church must work from a
small group model .... The forms a small group may take
can be: a weekly Bible study, a luncheon discussion group,
a Sunday school class, or something similar. Any place
where people find absolute respect, a chance to share
needs, a place of confidentiality and care, can be the
equivalent of our "trail family" .... As in the trail
community, the local church must be God's greenhouse of
faith. If His grace is not expressed in the community
group, then the local church is not fulfilling its role.
Where His grace is lived in community, there is vitcd faith
and health. (60-61)
In the study of rites of passage, the liminal or transition phase is
used to build a "sacred space," which is realized in community.
Zahniser writes:
Victor Turner's work suggests that there is something
humanly compelling about the sense of common
humanity that emerges from the sense of community
prevailing in the liminal phase of a ritual process. For a
brief period, participants interact not according to the
binding roles of their social status, behind the veil of
which the human person is only dimly discernible, but
according to the concrete idiosyncratic individual identity
implied in their common humanity. ("Ritual Process" 7)
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This sense of community based on who we are, not what visions
or personas we attempt to project, would perhaps have a profound
effect on why and how a church community interacted and
ministered, both within the community, and in its outreach. If Smith
is correct, and "God's community of faith is a broken community in
the process of being healed" ("Trailcamping" 61), then the implications
for a backpacking-like community brought home to a particular
congregation could possibly be very healing indeed. The masks and
personas which we attempt to maintain in our comfortable pews
disappear quickly in the reality of the wilderness, strapped with a 35-
pound backpack. On the trail there is inter-dependence which has no
regard for favoritism, friendship or family background. All are
brought to the place of reliance on each other, and in so doing, we are
ourselves.
Conclusion
In his spiritual allegory about a group of scholars and artists
who have set out to climb Mount Analogue, a mysterious peak which
unites heaven and earth, author Rene Daumal recounts the following
piece of wisdom offered by the expedition leader, Pierre Sogol, to the
team members just before they began their ascent.
I have brought you this far, and I have been your leader.
Right here I'll take off the cap of authority, which was a
crown of thorns for the person I remember myself to be.
Far within me, where the memory of what I am still is
unclouded, a little child is waking up and making an old
man's mask weep. A little child looking for mother and
father, lookingwith you for protection and help�
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protection from his pleasures and his dreams, and help in
order to become what he is without imitating any
one. (145)
At this point Sogol found a small piece of peradam, the fictitious
mineral from which diamonds are formed, in the sand where his
walking stick had been digging. Peradam is the only substance of real
value among the natives who live at the base ofMount Analogue. It is
found only during a serious ascent of the mount.
In the researcher's experience this sense of leaving the old self
behind, of being re-made, calling the real self out from the inside,
happens once each summer in a small community of adults and teen
agers living, growing, aching, walking, eating, laughing, crying
together in the mountains just a few hours from his home. The
researcher did not need to search the globe forMount Analogue, the
connecting climb between heaven and earth, for that mountain has
surely found him and has called forth the heaven living inside of him.
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APPENDIX A
Research Permission Form forMinor Subjects
Bovina United
Methodist Church
P. O. Box 127
Bovina, Texas 79009
806/238-1124 church
806/238-1674 pastor
Dear Parent(s):
I am currently involved in a ministry research project measuring
spiritual growth in teen-agers. This research is performed as a partial
fulfillment of the requirements for my Doctor ofMinistry degree in
family ministry at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
Kentucky.
Your teen-ager going on the backpacking trip sponsored by the
Bovina United Methodist Church can provide useful information on
this topic. I would like to ask your teen(s) to complete a nationally
recognized questionnaire consisting of about 20 questions called the
Spiritual WeU-Being Scale. (The post-trip test will be slightly longer.)
Your teen will be asked to take the test three times: once Saturday July
24, 1993, again four weeks after the backpacking trip (on or around
August 29, 1993) and finally twelve weeks after the trip (on or around
October 24, 1993). Further, I would also like to ask your teen-ager to
write in a reflective journal during the backpacking trip. I will use the
journals to further discern spiritual growth.
All data collected from this project are confidential and will be used
for research purposes only. Data from the questionnaires and the
journals are anonymous. Names of participants will not be connected
to information and scores. A more complete statement of the nature
and outcome of the research will be available when the data collection
is completed.
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Although there are no foreseeable risks to your teen-ager, informed
consent and parent/guardian permission are required when dealing
with minors. Please read the enclosed participation form, sign and
return it to me if you will allow your teen to participate in this study.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at one
of the phone numbers or the address above.
Sincerely,
Steve Venable
pastor
I agree to allow my teen-ager named below to participate in this
research project and I understand that:
The nature of my teen's participation is completing the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale a total of three times and writing in a reflective
journal during the backpacking trip.
My teen's participation is completely voluntary. I may terminate
his/her involvement at any time.
All data collected will be confidential.
If I have any questions, I can contact the researcher, Steve Venable,
at the Bovina United Methodist Church.
NAME OF TEEN:
SIGNED:
DATE:
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APPENDIX B
Spiritual Well-Being Scale Pre-Test
For each of the following statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent of
your agreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
SA = Strongly Agree D = Disagree
MA = Moderately Agree MD = Moderately Disagree
A = Agree SD = Strongly Disagree
1. I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
2. I don't know who I am, where I came from, or SA MA A D MD SD
where 1 am going.
3. I believe that God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A D MD SD
4. I feel that life is a positive experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not SA MA A D MD SD
interested in my daily situations.
6. I feel unsettled about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
7, I have a personally meaningful relationship with SA MA A D MD SD
God.
8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life. SA MA A D MD SD
9. I don't get much personal strength and support SA MA A D MD SD
from my God.
10. I feel a sense ofwell-being about the direction my SA MA A D MD SD
life is headed in.
1 1 . I believe that God is concerned about my SA MA A D MD SD
problems.
12. I don't enjoy much about life. SA MA A D MD SD
1 3. I don't have a personally satisfying relationship SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
14. I feel good about my future.- SA MA A D MD SD
15. My relationship with God helps me not feel SA MA A D MD SD
lonely.
16. I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness. SA MA A D MD SD
1 7. I feel most fulfilled when I'm in close communion SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
1 8. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
19. My relation with God contributes to my sense of SA MA A D MD SD
well-being.
20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life. SA MA A D MD SD
Copyright � 1982 by Craig W. Ellison and Raymond F. Paloutzian. Used by permission.
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APPENDIX C
Spiritual Well-Being Scale Post-Test
For each of the following statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent of
your agreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
SA = Strongly Agree D = Disagree
MA = Moderately Agree MD = Moderately Disagree
A = Agree SD = Strongly Disagree
1 . I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
2. I don't know who I am, where I came from, or SA MA A D MD SD
where I am going.
3. I believe that God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A D MD SD
4. I feel that life is a positive experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not SA MA A D MD SD
interested in my daily situations.
6. I feel unsettled about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
7. I have a personally meaningful relationship with SA MA A D MD SD
God.
8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life. SA MA A D MD SD
9. 1 don't get much personal strength and support SA MA A D MD SD
from my God.
10. I feel a sense ofwell-being about the direction my SA MA A D MD SD
life is headed in.
1 1 . I believe that God is concerned about my SA MA A D MD SD
problems.
12. I don't enjoy much about life. SA MA A D MD SD
13.1 don't have a personally satisfying relationship SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
14. I feel good about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
15. My relationship with God helps me not feel SA MA A D MD SD
lonely.
16. I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness. SA MA A D MD SD
17. I feel most fulfilled when I'm in close communion SA MA A D MD SD
with God.
1 8. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
19. My relation with God contributes to my sense of SA MA A D MD SD
well-being.
20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life. SA MA A D MD SD
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The following parts of the backpacking trip helped me grow spiritually:
2 1 . daily hiking SA MA A D MD SD
22. noon Bible studies SA MA A D MD SD
23. evening sharing times SA MA A D MD SD
24. living in the wilderness setting SA MA A D MD SD
25. daily quiet times SA MA A D MD SD
26. relationships formed and deepened in the group SA MA A D MD SD
27. Thursday night Rite ofPassage ceremony SA MA A D MD SD
28. leaving my familiar world behind SA MA A D MD SD
29. daily journal writing SA MA A D MD SD
30. carving on and using my walking stick SA MA A D MD SD
Portions copyright � 1982 by Craig W. Ellison and Raymond F. Paloutzian. Used by permission.
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APPENDIX D
Backpacker's Journal
The purpose of this journal is to write down some of your thoughts
and prayers during our 5 days of backpacking together. Please do not
write your name anywhere on this journal! Everything you write wiU
be kept confidential and anonymous~I promise.
MONDAY
After you find a quiet spot to be by yourself, tell me why you came
backpacking this summer.
What makes you think God is out here with you?
Does it feel like you are closer to God now or when you are at home?
TUESDAY
Find and read Hebrews 13:5, 6 in your Bible. (It was used in the
Lunch Break Bible Study yesterday.)
How can you know God will never leave you?
What has your family meant to you? How have they strengthened or
weakened you?
What one activity today helped you feel closer to God and why?
WEDNESDAY
How do you feel about the trail family?
Read Psalm 139. What is the Bible saying about you in this Psalm?
How does that make you feel?
What happened to you today that brought you closer to God? Why?
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THURSDAY
What have you learned about yourself so far this week?
What have your parents taught you about marriage, both good and
bad?
How do you feel about the Covenant of Faithfulness?
Do you feel closer to God now than Monday? How? Why?
FRIDAY
What do you want first when you get off the trail today?
Are you ready to go home? Why or why not?
How did the Rite of Passage last night affect your relationship with
God?
What one thing will you take home with you and say, "This helped
bring me closer to God!" and why?
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APPENDIX E
"Path to Adulthood" Backpacking Curriculum
Introduction
The purpose of the Path to Adulthood backpacking curriculum is to aid
in the process of equipping male and female teen-agers (14 and up) to
become responsible Christian men and women. Central to the design
of this curriculum is the reality of God wanting to reveal Himself to us
through both our families and our web of relationships. This curricu
lum includes both a Bible study component, designed to be used on a
backpacking experience during daily lunch trail breaks, and campfire
talk sharing guidelines to be used each evening on the trail around the
campfire. Also included as an integral part of this curriculum is a rite
of passage whereby the teen-age backpackers are initiated and blessed
into the freedoms and responsibilities of the adult world.
Monday - Parents, Families & the Image ofGod
Objectives:
1. Campers will share some of the joys and pains of their families.
2. Campers will learn how their families can reflect the image of God.
3. Backpackers will identify specific ways they can reflect the nature of
God in their families.
Lunch Break Bible Study
You Call This a Family?
Have everybody gather in a circle, sitting, with their lunches. After a
prayer of blessing for the food, ask about the funniest experience each
backpacker has ever had with their own family. (Be sensitive to camp
ers from divorced or blended families when talking about who the
campers' families are.) Also ask, "What is it that really sets your family
apart from every other family in the world?"
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Who We Are
Now have each camper in turn build a family sculpture to visually de
scribe their family. Each camper will pick one member of the trail
family to represent each familymember, including him/herself. Here
comes the challenge: the family members are arranged around the
immediate area in such a way as to represent their perceived closeness
(or distance) to each other. Divorced parents might be placed quite a
distance apart, for instance. Students should be encouraged to narrate
their sculpture as they are building it, focusing on their relationship to
the other family members.
God inMy Family
(Some of the material from this section is taken from Donald M. Joy's
Parents, Kids, & Sexual Integrity chapters 8-11 and 13.)
Let's talk about four different types of families and what they're like
without saying anybody's name. In the first type of family, it seems
like everybody's in competition with each other. Parent's play off
against each other, sometimes the children to take sides or lie for
them, and the kids learn fast that if they want anything, they had bet
ter get it for themselves. Usually everybody in this family has learned
how to be an excellent liar and a con artist to get what they want. Ask
the kids to answer the following questions. If they have a hard time,
or need a little help, get the other adults to throw in a response.
What are the parents in this family teaching their kids about what
is important and valuable?
What kind of friends do kids from this type of family make?
If you could change one thing about this family, what would it be?
The second kind of family looks great from the outside: the parents
are respectable, hard-working folks, they drive the right kind of car,
say the right kind of thing in public, and their kids always look great
with fashionable clothes, shoes, hairstyle, etc. If you were to really get
to know this family, though, it would probably make you sad. Here,
one of the parents usually runs the show like a drill sergeant and eve
rybody in the family has a job and had better march when the whistle
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blows. Daughters look pretty and cute, but can't make any of their
own decisions. Sons are cairefree and independent and are given
more freedom than their sisters. The main goal of this family is to look
great to everyone else (appearance management) even though on the
inside everyone may be having serious problems (like thinking about
suicide, low self-esteem, alcohol/drug abuse, etc.).
Why is "looking good" so important to this family?
What makes the kids from this kind of family popular?
How does this kind of family deal with mistakes their kids
make?
Another type of family sometimes seems closed to the outside world
because they cherish their time together. Though they experience
their share of stress and misery, they still manage to eat a meal to
gether fairly often and when one person can't get his or her chores
done (and they all have jobs to do) then there are negotiations to get
another to help out. Mom and Dad seem pretty equal in decision
making, and even the kids are brought on-board for the really big de
cisions. Some call the parents strict when it comes to discipline, but
they listen to their kids and try to work together. All together, this is a
pretty close family.
Why does everybody have a job to do in this family?
When the members of this family have fun, what do they do?
How do members of this type of family show love to another?
The last family type is pretty chaotic. Here, parents see their kids as
objects (cheerleader, football player, brain, etc.) and are valued for
what they do, not who they are. Going into this family's house is an
adventure; you never know what to expect. No one knows where
anybody else is, meals are seldom prepared at the same time for each
member, much less eaten together, there's no telling where someone's
favorite piece of clothing is or whether or not it's clean, and parents
tend not to support, or even know about, their kids school activities.
Somewhere along the line it seems the parents in this type of family
have sort of "given up" on being parents, and the children tend to try
to raise themselves.
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What are the parents teaching their children about who they are in
this family?
What is the saddest thing you see in this family?
Where do kids from this type of family go to find a decent parent?
Now, one thing I really believe is that we get our first picture of who
God is and what He's like from our family. The only problem is that
picture can be good or bad - telling us the truth about God, or telling
us a lie. Which one of these types of families says something that's
true about God and why? What do some of the other family types
teach us about what God is like?
The author of the New Testament book of Hebrews quoted Deu
teronomy (31:6) and the psalmist (118:6), when he wrote about God
and our response to Him,
" 'Never will I leave you; never will I forsake
you.' So we say with confidence, 'The Lord is my helper; 1 will not be
afraid. What can man do to me?' " (Hebrews 13:5, 6) From an intimate
family, where parents are one and share in consistent discipline and
affection, the view of God is that of a loving, just and liberating parent
who desires everyone to come to freedom, responsibility and maturity
in their own time. Parents and children have access to each other, as
we now have access to God. We learn there is nothing we can ever do
to be banished from God's love.
From this type of family we learn that sin is basically anything that
damages relationships or devalues people. From this perspective we
see that nothing we do is done in isolation, whether good or bad, but
that it affects all those around us. Instead of a deep, lurking fear of
punishment for our sins, we're more likely to experience grief and loss
over what could have been, but has now somehow been wasted. This
is probably the heart of King David's lament after he committed adul
tery with Bathsheba. He cried out in Psalm 51:10-11, "Create in me a
new heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me. Do not cast
me from Your presence or take Your Holy Spirit from me." Though he
was punished for his sin, David could also look forward to see the day
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his relationship with God would be restored, and weep over the dam
age he had caused.
Intimate families teach us that love is directed toward recognizing the
true value and worth of other people, not just what they can do for
me. There is never tolerance for "using" others for our own interests.
There is less concern with status or position or power. Love respects
the gifts and graces in each other without asking if you're parent or
chUd, male or female. Maybe that's why Paul says of love in 1 Corin
thians 13:7 that "it always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres." That's pretty hard to do when we're not getting our way.
Where I Fit In
Now the truth is that there is no family that is perfect. All families
swirl between the four types mentioned here. A good goal would be
to reach for consistent intimacy, though not perfect intimacy Where
do you fit in? How do you help your family be intimate? Do you do
anything to stop or slow down family intimacy? Taking responsibility
for yourself and your own actions and attitudes is a good place to
start. Mark your walking stick sometime between now and tomor
row's lunch with a "private" mark showing how you can bring grace
and love and a better picture of God into your family. Close in prayer.
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Evening Campfire Sharing
The purpose of the evening campfire sharing times is to get to know
one another and to strengthen the bonds of the trail family by show
ing ultimate respect and honor in treasuring one another's stories.
Conversations around the evening campfire are less threatening than
during the day and eye contact is not required. No one should be ridi
culed or belittled because of their story!
Have everyone complete the following sentence. When everyone is
finished, close with prayer.
"To really know who I am, you need to know that the greatest thing
that has happened with my family in the last few years was
"
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Tuesday - Male & Female: What's the Difference?
Objectives:
1. Backpackers will learn biblical and biological distinctives of being
male and female.
2. Campers will embrace the uniqueness and specialness of who they
have been created to be.
3. Campers will covenant to live up to their fullest potential as a man
or a woman for Jesus Christ.
Lunch Break Bible Study
This Is Who I Am
Have all the male backpackers form one group and the females an
other. Starting with either group, have the men tell and/or show what
it means to be male and have the women show and/or tell what it
means to be female. Now reverse it and have the men show and/or
tell what it means to be female then have the women show and/or tell
what it means to be male. Have fun with this, but do not criticize or
mock any person.
But Who Are You?
Ask the teen-agers to tell about one of their earliest memories when
they recognized that there was another sex, people who were differ
ent from themselves. If the campers have a tough time with this ques
tion, you might ask an adult to answer it or use the following true
story.
Neither my mother normy father ever once talked to me about sex,
though they taught me through their actions some of what it means to
be a male and a female. (Not everything I learned was worth learn
ing!) My mother was terribly embarrassed to talk about anything of a
slightly sexual nature, so when I asked her one day when I was in the
first or second grade how the doctor could tell whether a newborn
baby was a boy or a girl, (I was convinced only a smart doctor could
tell the difference) her only response was that they use the bathroom
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differently. Since I had only brothers, I didn't know anybody used the
bathroom different than me, so I still was no better off than before I
asked the question! (Of course, about this time in my life I also
thought all dogs were boys and all cats were girls, probably based on
dogs more aggressive behavior.)
Created Together Differently
(Some of the material in this section is taken from Donald M. Joy's
Bonding chapters 2, 5 and 8 and Becoming a Man chapter 7.)
Now we celebrate every day the differences between male and female,
and for good reasons: those reasons are worth celebrating! The Bible says
clearly, "So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he
created him; male and female he created them God saw all that
he had made, and it was very good." (Genesis 1:27, 31) The word for
"man" here is the Hebrew word Adam, which is generic and gender-
less, like "person" or "human." A better translation of verse 27 then
would show that the first person created was probably both male and
female, to be separated later, and that God's image was indelibly
stamped on both the male and female parts.
"So God created Adam ("the human") in his own image, in the image of
God he created Adam ("the human"); male and female he created
them."
Ask these questions to draw out male/female differences:
Why don't boys and girls compete against each other in school
athletics?
What classes in school do boys generally excel in? Which ones for
girls?
Why do Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts go on separate camping trips?
Differences in body and behavior: The male body is about 40% muscle,
compared to only about 23% for women. Males tend to excel in
overall muscle strength while females often have greater coordination.
Boys also are generally more active, they just can't sit still, and their
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brains require that they take things apart rather than just look them
over. Even their talk is different. Boys make more "noises" or use
abrupt phrases or expletives while girls simply do more talking.
Internal differences: Females tend to value people and relationships
when making decisions. For them, life is organized around feelings
and attachments. Males, on the other hand, are more detached and
objective - we call them "thinkers." For them it's "Just the facts" and
they try to not let people or feelings interfere with their decision
making.
Differences in the brain: All of our brains have two basic sides (or hemi
spheres) connected together for cross-communication. A female brain
has greater communication between the spheres while male hor
mones wash the left side and the communication network, affecting
such things as speech, which is a left-brained activity. Perhaps some
of the brain differences account for some of the others variations de
scribed above.
Sex Systems: The male sex system is sometimes called "hydraulic" be
cause it is not unusual for a sexually mature male to be aware of sexual
arousal several times a day, not to mention other erections at about 90
minute intervals during sleep. The male's appetite for sexual pleasure
is high and often is not tied in with commitment or responsibility.
Males are visually stimulated, as well. Since his "hydraulic" sex system
is linked with unhindered visual stimulation, it's no wonder many fa
thers with daughters insist on checking out the "intentions" of all po
tential boyfriends!
The female sex system is more process oriented. This process is linked
with a female's reproductive, or menstrual/cycle. Fertility can only
follow the production of an egg by the ovaries which is dropped
through the fallopian tubes into the ovary. If it is not fertilized by
male sperm, the egg and the entire lining of the uterus is washed out
with the help of the female hormones to complete the monthly cycle.
This process system supports a woman's sense of wholeness about her
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sexuality and an ultimate intimacy in which she possesses a man who
participates in her entire life.
Making a Difference
Read the following Scripture:
O Lord, you have searched me
and you know me ....
For you created my inmost being;
you knit me together in my mother's womb.
I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made;
your works are wonderful,
I know that full well.
My frame was not hidden from you
when I was made in the secret place.
When I was woven together in the depths of the earth,
your eyes saw my unformed body. Psalm 139:1, 13-16
Ask these questions:
Why did God create men and women differently?
What would it take for you to give everything you are to God in Je
sus Christ?
What's holding you back from giving all that your are to Jesus?
Mark your walking stick by noon tomorrow with a secret symbol of
celebration, giving thanks to God for His gift to you�that you were
created male or female. Let God know what His gift means to you.
Close with a prayer of dedication of all that we are to God.
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Evening Campfire Sharing
Have everyone complete the following sentence. When everyone is
finished, close with prayer.
"To really know who I am, you need to know that I felt close to my
Dad recently when " and, "I felt close to my mother recently
when . . . ."
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Wednesday - Relating, Dating, Mating
Objectives:
1. Campers will understand the process that leads to the development
of healthy, life-long, monogamous bond with a person of the op
posite sex.
2. Participants will learn to see God at work in all their relationships.
3. Campers will celebrate the mysteries of human bonding and com
mit their capacity for developing healthy relationships to God.
Lunch Break Bible Study
For Life!
Ask the backpackers the following questions:
What are some of the things people are asked to commit to, not for
just a little while, but for life?
If you were asked to do something /rom now on, how would you
consider that request differently from one that just asked for a
week or month or year commitment? (For example, when you're
asked to declare a major in college, it may well change the di
rection of your life, but when you're asked to work one Saturday
afternoon cleaning up the church yard, that day might not affect
the rest of your life.)
By what age are most people ready to make "life-long" decisions?
What Makes It Work?
When Phil Donahue has anybody on his show who has been married
to the same person for over 25 years he almost always asks them,
"When are you going to write a book and tell the rest of us your se
cret?" (Phil is on his second marriage.) What do you think a good title
for a book on life-long marriage would be? What do you think some of
the secrets are? (It might help the campers to think about someone
they know who has been married "forever," like grandparents or a
familiar couple from their church, and wonder, "What's their secret?")
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Bonding for Life
Much of the following material is adapted from Donald M. Joy's
Bonding, chapters 3-4 and Becoming a Man, chapters 5-7-
A standard. Christian marriage service includes words like these near
the end:
Forasmuch as John and Mary have consented together in holy wed
lock, and have witnessed the same before God and this company, and
thereto have pledged their faith each to the other and have declared
the same by joining hand and by giving and receiving rings; I pro
nounce that they are husband and wife together, in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Those whom God hath
joined together let not man put asunder.
The basis of this part of the marriage ceremony comes from Genesis
2:20-25.
"But for Adam ("the human") no suitable helper was found. So the
Lord God caused adam to fall into a deep sleep; and while Adam slept,
God took one of Adam's ribs and closed up the place with flesh. Then
the Lord God made a woman (Isshah) from the rib he had taken out of
Adam, and he brought her to Adam. Adam said,
'This is now bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh;
she shall be called "woman," (Isshah)
for she was taken out ofman (Ish).'
For this reason Ish will leave his father and mother and be united
with Isshah, and they will become one flesh. Ish and Isshah were
both naked and they felt no shame.
Ever since the first Adam was broken apart and became Ish and Isshah,
they've been racing to get back together again! The magnet that at
tracts men and women is not only strong, it is part of how we are cre
ated by God. And when a male and a female feel those pangs of at
traction, they're really shooting for the wholeness and unity of the
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first created human, and are recognizing they each bear only part of
what it means to be fully human and fully alive. As a matter-of-fact,
our sexuality is God's first word to us; it is literally God with us in our
bodies!
Still, this business of "bonding" for a lifetime is no easy matter. It takes
commitment and sometimes causes a great deal of pain to nurture a
relationship along slowly with appropriate gestures of love and affec
tion and to fill it with the stuff that makes it worth spending the rest
of your lives together. Following is an outline of pair-bonding steps
which will help you develop a healthy, life-long bond.
Leaving Father and Mother
From the moment Ish first saw Isshah, there was no turning back! The
first baby steps in human bonding occur without the aid of any physi
cal contact. You see the person for perhaps the first time, or in a new
light, and you're hooked! Then, when things are going really great,
you make eye-to-eye contact. Later you finally talk to the other per
son. Here's where the teen-ager's love for the telephone comes in
handy, when they can foster healthy communication without the
temptation of getting physical too soon.
Uniting - First Touch
First touch is not sexual, but it is a way of telling the world that you're
a couple, whether you're holding hands or have your arms around
each other's shoulder or waist. This is where you move from opposite
ends of the telephone line to skin-to-skin contact, without yet going
face-to-face. This is a good time in the budding relationship to check
each other out and find out what you're about. This is where you find
out: "What are you going to do after high school?" "What's your favor
ite flavor of ice cream?" "What do you plan on doingwith your life?"
You might ask how your values, beliefs and lifestyles fit together; do
you motivate each other toward the good; do each of you have a
needed place in the other's life, other than just "being there" for the
other's use? A negative answer to these questions might lead you to
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say, "It's been fun and you've been good for me, but you deserve
someone who can dream your dreams with you. I'm not that person."
Uniting - Intimate Touch
Here's where the touch turns sexual, though intercourse is not yet in
volved. At this level you are face-to-face in kissing and touching each
other's face. You let very few people touch your head: your barber,
your pastor if you were baptized by sprinkling, but that's about it. It's
an awesome thing to let someone in this close. There is also limited
touching of the body, excluding the genitals, which allows the couple
to gain knowledge and respect for each other. This is the final point
before which a bond needs legal protection�marriage. After this it is
absolutely critical that all forces - family, church, community�be ral
lied to "get them to the church on time" to guarantee safe passage into
ultimate and life-long intimacy.
One Flesh - Naked and Unashamed
This is the interior mansion of marriage, the culmination of the bond.
Here there is mouth-to-breast, hand-to-genitals and genital-to-
genital�sexual intercourse! Unmarried partners who prize "technical"
virginity stop at hand-to-genital contact if they have crossed the
boundary between intimate touch and one flesh touch. During
intercourse the intimacy begun at the moment of birth between
parent and child with first skin contact is being re-visited at a higher
level now with an adult companion in an even more glorious
bonding. It is not surprising, then, that sexual intercourse sets up the
possibilities for pregnancy and launching a new intimacy cycle that
begins with birth and bonding between infant and parents!
Taking Responsibility
What are some real ways we can take responsibility for relationships
beginning today? What is God asking from us as people who are cre
ated with the potential for life-long bonding?
Here are some things you can do to protect and strengthen present
and future relationships:
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1. Stay at each step along the pair-bonding ladder for a while be
fore moving on to the next step.
2. Don't skip any of the steps. Don't go straight from, "Hello!" to
kissing! Don't worry about how its done on TV or in the movies.
Your future is more valuable than any sexual buzz you might
get by going too far too soon!
3. Value the person with whom you're developing the bond. It's
okay to check dating and the opposite sex out, but it's not okay
to fool around just for kicks.
4. Avoid intimate, long kissing until after you've decided you're
both heading in the same direction with your lives. A quick kiss
hello or good-bye is fine until you're internal compasses are syn
chronized.
For the guys: Your sexual reproduction system is linked with pleasure.
When you go through the motions of reproduction, whether through
sexual intercourse or masturbation, pleasure is a built-in part of that
experience. It simply feels good to be a man, but it's time to really get
serious with your capacity for fertility�yow can make a baby!�as well as
for pleasure.
For the girls: Your fertility is now under your control. Instead of
simple pleasure, you'll probably be looking for companionship and
romance. You'll probably have lots of opportunities to use or abuse
your sexuality, too, so you had better make some definite plans now.
You may already be asking questions like:
"Who am I?"
"Am I really worth loving? Will anyone want me forever?"
"What does God want me to do with my life and my energy, espe
cially my sexual feelings?"
"How can I reconcile what I am feelingwith what God wants for
me?"
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Here are some possible future paths:
1. If your first sexual encounter comes before you take full legal re
sponsibility for each other through marriage, you may develop a
sexual pleasure appetite separated from the real vi^orld of work
and responsibility. You will be at risk for sex that is free of day
to day responsibility�sex for kicks, not for intimate sharing.
2. If your sexual bonding occurs early and is powerful enough,
even though you cannot finalize it through marriage to seal the
promises you made in your hearts, you are setting yourself up
for carrying the "ghost" of that serious commitment like a
"divorce" into your future marriage to water down your bond
with your future spouse.
3. Living through either or 1 or 2 above can make you at risk to
have a series of sexual partners which will ultimately severely
diminish your ability to develop and maintain a serious
relationship. Such promiscuous people usually end up very
lonely because their ability to bond is weakened after being
ripped loose from so many people.
Still, there is pain if you hold off from sexual bonding until marriage
as well. Even those who make a covenant between themselves and
the Lord to wait for sexual intimacy until that unknown person from
the future comes along often feel imprisoned and left behind. "How
long, O Lord?" will likely often be their cry! There is pain either way
you go. But perhaps it's what you do with that pain that best shapes
where you'll be in 10, 20 or 30 years.
Ask each camper to sign, if they're ready and willing, the "Covenant of
Faithfulness." (This should be copied for each camper on a sheet of
paper small enough to put in a pocket-sized New Testament.) This is
not a pact to be entered into lightly. Have a time of prayer, silent and
spoken, and give them plenty of time to consider their options. Then
ask them to make a mark of faithfulness on their walking stick which
will symbolize their commitment to their future spouse and to God.
Close in prayer.
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Covenant of Faithfulness
Between You and me, Lord, I promise to wait until
marriage to fulfill my needs for sexual intimacy.
I do not wait alone, for You are with me.
I do not wait for myself alone, but also for
the one with whom I will one day be "one flesh."
Give me the grace You gave Paul (2 Cor. 12:9)
and when the wait becomes unbearable, put me in
the company of loving family and friends, and always
surround me with Your angels of mercy and strength.
I wait. Lord, knowing that the mystery of
sexual bonding is also a shadow of
knowing You and the intimacy we can share.
Evening Campfire Sharing
Have everyone complete the following sentence. When everyone is
finished, close with prayer.
"To really know who I am, you need to know that I feel most like a
man/woman (whichever they are) when . . . ."
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Thursday - The Trials & Tribulations ofBecoming an Adult
Objectives:
1. Teen-ager backpackers will understand some of the freedoms and
responsibilities of beingmature. Christian adults.
2. Campers will choose to behave as responsible adults in their society.
3. Backpackers will commit the major decisions which they face as
adults�Who will I become? What will I do? Who is right for me?
Where will I go?�to Jesus and to their community of Christian
friends.
Lunch Break Bible Study
What I'll Do & Who I'll Be!
Now's the time to have everyone dream about their life 10 or 15 years
down the road. When they dream about what it will be like then,
have each teen-ager tell: Who is with you? What are you doing?
What's important to you? What's good about where you see yourself?
What's tough about your dream? What dreams do you have left for
the next 10 or 15 years?
MyMentor
A mentor is a person you have latched on to who helps you see where
you would like to be a few years down the line. Not just what you'd
like to do - type of job, spouse, kids, family, etc.�but what you'd like to
be like on the inside as well. A mentor can be a coach, teacher, parent
of a friend, Sunday School teacher, etc. Our mentor blesses us and
gives us strength and hope to go on. Now ask yourself, "Do I have a
mentor? Who is he/she? What is (could) mymentor teach me about
helping my life catch up to my dream?" Ask the teens to name their
mentor and describe what that person does the strengthen them.
Freedom & Responsibilities
Read the following passage from 1 Corinthians 13:11-12.
When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I rea
soned like a child. When I became a man, I put childish ways
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behind me. Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then
we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know
fully, even as I am fully known.
Have the backpackers share what some of the scariest parts of becom
ing an adult and "getting out on their own" are. Some tj^ical areas of
concern include:
What do I do after high school�college or a job?
If I go to college, where do I go and what area do I get a degree in?
Who should I marry, and when?
What do I want to do when I grow up?
How will I pay my bills and buy all the things I need?
There are lots of new freedoms that go along with becoming an adult,
but with those new freedoms come many new responsibilities as well.
Children can't pick any of these things for themselves, but an adult
has to make potentially life-altering decisions on a regular basis. Let's
talk about a couple of traditional adult "markers," and some things the
Bible can teach us about them.
What Do I Want to Do When I Grow Up?
That's about as loaded a question as you can ask, with so many ques
tions behind this question, you can't even count them all! It might
make you ask, "Should I go to college or trade school or find a job at
home?" Or, "Do I want to be a fireman or a psychologist or a computer
programmer or a ?" Or, of course, itmight make you re
spond, "Grow up! NEVER!"
Like it or not, we live in a world where some kind of work is usually
required if we expect to survive. Welfare and other entitlements, like
unemployment benefits, were originally designed to help people who
can't work or who are between jobs get by until something better
comes along. (How well they accomplish this goal can be debated.)
Having a job or doing something productive with your life besides
being a kid is a normal part of growing up. The Bible sheds a
generally positive light on the world of work, though it does not get
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bogged down in the specifics of how you can choose the profession
that's right for you.
What the Bible does teach, however, is that whatever you DO, those
who are committed to Jesus carry out His ministry. Paul, for instance,
was a tentmaker (Acts 18:3) who often supported himself while he
traveled from one place to the next through his trade so he could
minister in the name of the Lord Jesus (2 Corinthians 12:13). He also
lists several gifts which Jesus has given to different Christians "to pre
pare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may
be built up
" (Ephesians 4:12).
Another important lesson from the Scriptures is that no matter WHAT
you do, a more important issue is WHO you are. When looking for
God's choice for the new king, God's prophet Samuel went looking for
someone tall and strong and handsome. Instead God directed him to
a very young kid, the youngest in his family. Then God told Samuel,
"The Lord does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the
outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart" (1 Samuel 16:7).
How will I paymy bills and buy all the things I need?
The simple answer to that question is, "You won't!" It's not realistic to
think you can have a big house, nice car, a lawn mower, appliances,
etc. within a couple of years when it may have taken your parents 10
or 15 years to get those same things. Financial problems is often iden
tified as one of the pressures which lead young marriages to fail. The
truth is that the financial problems are probably a symptom of a larger
problem. There are many who claim to know what the Bible "really"
says about finances. I encourage you to study the Bible for yourself
and ask lots of questions about how it impacts your life today. Here
are a few places you can start:
Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and
rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store up for
yourselves treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not destroy,
and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure
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is, there your heart will be also. . . No one can serve two masters.
Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to
the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and
Money. (Matthew 6:19-21, 24)
When talking about clothes and food and other necessities, Jesus said,
"But seek first God's kingdom and his righteousness, and all these
things will be given to you as weU." (Matthew 6:33)
For even when we were with you, we gave you this rule: "If a man
will not work, he shall not eat." (2 Thessalonians 3:10)
Ask the campers how these Scriptures can be put into practice for
someone who's following Jesus. How can they start doing this now?
It's for Me
Now is a good time to ask the backpacker's to commit their upcoming
world of adult responsibilities and freedoms to Jesus through faith.
Encourage them to go to a mentor or trusted adult and talk over what
it means to live as a Christian adult. Also, encourage them to think
and pray through their vocational dreams, no matter how far out they
may appear. They can talk to somebody in that field, or simply bring
the issue to Jesus in prayer. Have each camper mark their stickwith
something that symbolizes the responsibilities and the freedoms of
being an adult to them. Close in prayer.
Evening Campfire Sharing
Have everyone complete the following sentence. When everyone is
finished, close with prayer.
"To really know who I am, you need to know that I have a secret
dream about my future. In that dream, I see myself . . . ."
This is the night to have the Path to Adulthood rite of passage.
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Friday - Betwixt & Between: Where Do I Stand?
Objectives:
1. Campers will begin the process of evaluatingwhat the backpacking
trip has done to them and how they've changed.
2. Campers will count the costs of being Jesus' disciple, and choose to
follow Him.
3. Campers will dedicate their present and future life-energies to
serving Jesus, no matter what profession or career path they
choose.
Lunch Break Bible Study
Best of the Week
Ask all the backpackers - teens and sponsors - to describe the best
part(s) of the trip so far. Use this time to have fun as well as to find
out what has been meaningful. Make sure everyone has an
opportunity to share if they want before going on.
How I've Changed
Now have the campers look back over what they've learned so far this
week, whether during the hikes, Bible studies, sharing times, meals
together, whenever and whatever. The earlier discussion should have
most significant events brought to the surface, but you might ask
them to recall the focus of each days Bible studies to jog their
memories. Monday�Parents, Families & the Image ofGod; Tuesday�
Male & Female: What's the Difference?; Wednesday�Relating, Dating,
Mating; and Thursday�T/z^ Tiials & Tribulations ofBecoming an Adult.
Now have them share what must change in their lives if they are to
really come to grips with what they've learned. What specific actions
do they intend to start or stop as a result of what they've learned and
the ways they've been changed?
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Following Jesus
Ask the campers, "How is life like backpacking?" Really listen to their
answers, because theywill be speaking from where they are, which is
probably different from where you are.
Read the Luke 5:1-11. Ask the following questions:
How do you think Simon felt when Jesus got into his boat?
(Remember, Simon had been fishing unsuccessfully all night!)
Why did Jesus want Simon to try to catch some more fish?
When Simon caught the net fuU of fish, what did he learn about
himself?
What did he learn about Jesus?
Why did catching the fish make Simon confess to Jesus that he was
a "sinful man"?
What were some considerations that probably made it hard for Si
mon to leave everything and follow Jesus? What were some
things that made it seem like exactly the right thing to do?
How is fishing like backpacking?
Now it's time to shift gears from what we think about Jesus' encounter
with Simon Peter so many years ago to thinking about our encounter
with Jesus this week. Tell about a time when you saw Jesus this week,
and felt Him calling you. Now ask the following questions:
When is it hardest for you to follow Jesus?
When is it easy to follow Him?
Who are the people in your lives who can help you follow Jesus?
When you think about how awesome Jesus is, and how He has
chosen you to be with Him, how do you feel?
What are three things Jesus wants you to do with your life?
Now ask, "How is following Jesus like backpacking?" Again, the focus
is on the bridges the campers build between backpacking and follow
ing Jesus. I use the phrase "following Jesus" instead of something like
"being a Christian" intentionally because it has a built-in image of do
ing something rather than simply holding to a certain set of doctrinal
beliefs.
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Here are some things to point out about following Jesus:
Following Jesus isn't just for pastors and youth directors and eld
erly choir members. It's open for anyone who chooses to do
what Jesus does.
Jesus comes to us, asking you to join Him in His ministry. One of
the greatest truths of the Gospel is that we do not choose Jesus
so much as He chooses us! He wants us! (Jesus says, "You did
not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you to go and
bear fruit�fruit thatwill last." John 15:16)
When Jesus calls us to foUow Him, He takes us, warts and all. His
call is for us to bring everything we are, and all we hope to be, to
Him. Even though we've sinned and made major mistakes in
our lives, that never reduces how much Jesus loves us. In fact,
it's not being perfect that matters, but it's what we do with our
mistakes. Jesus calls us to openness and honesty and "coming
clean" with the truth. Don't worry: Jesus can always handle the
truth!
Following Jesus means doing what He did and what He's doing. Jesus
caught men and women for the sake of following Him, and now His
followers are doing the same. Don't confuse "following Jesus," doing,
with believing a certain set of facts about Jesus or the Bible or a particu
lar church. Though what we believe is important, Jesus never wants
us to lose sight of what His followers are supposed to be doing.
He Can Count on Me!
Encourage the campers to choose to follow Jesus regardless of where
they go or what they choose to do for a living. Following Jesus cuts
across professions and jobs. Following Jesus is a lifetime of commit
ment to changing and being changed by Him as well as teaching oth
ers to follow Jesus, too!
Have everyone stand in a circle, arms-to-shoulders, and repeat after
you:
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Jesus, I know you have chosen me.
I choose to follow You.
I am not alone. These friends are with me.
Cleanse me from my sins. Make me new.
You can count on me.
I want to be with You.
And do whatever You're doing.
Close in a prayer of commitment.
Evening Campfire Sharing
This evening's sharing may be in a hotel or a church or other more
civilized place. Have everyone complete the following sentence.
When everyone is finished, close with prayer.
"To really know who I am, you need to know that the closest I've ever
felt to God was when . . . ."
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Rite of Passage - Path to Adulthood
Supplies needed:
Each teen should have their walking stick and New Testament.
Enough nail-crosses on leather cords for all participants.
One sheet large enough to place over the shoulders of the teens.
Pot of water with wash rag on fire.
Copies of this rite of passage for all adults.
Appropriate juice, cup and bread for Communion.
Have all the teens gathered in one place, away from where the follow
ing ceremony will take place. The first five stations of the rite of pas
sage are performed individuallywith each teen-age backpacker. After
aU teens have been initiated, proceed with stations six and seven. The
following diagram will show the relative positioning of the partici
pants during the ceremony:
TEEN
BACKPACKERS
ADULTS TEEN BEING
INITIATED &
(fire) PARENT/SPONSOR
Station 1 - Putting Away Childish Things
All adults should be wearing a gold nail-cross. A parent/sponsor
should bring in their teen camper with their walking stick and Bi
ble, with the sheet draped over his/her shoulders.
TRIP LEADER: Who is this boy/girl? Why do you bring him/her
here before these adults?
PARENT/SPONSOR: You are mistaken! This is no boy/girl! Sun
day, when we left Bovina he/she was but a child, but today I
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present to you and the others an adult who deserves all the
freedoms and responsibilities they deserve.
TRIP LEADER: (speaking to the teen) What do you say? Are you a
child, or are you an adult?
TEEN: (Recites 1 Corinthians 13:11, using correct gender.)
TRIP LEADER: Have you done this? Have you put childish ways
behind you?
TEEN: (Responds affirmatively.)
TRIP LEADER: (to adults) What do you say? Is this a child, or is
this an adult?
ADULTS: We see no child before us. A few days ago, we were not
sure, but today we know that (name of teen) is one of us.
He/she is truly an adult, and we like what we see in him/her!
Station 2 - Giving God Who I Am
The parent/sponsor now joins the other adults and the teen is left
with the trip leader.
TRIP LEADER: So, you are truly an adult, and we want to honor
and respect you as one of us. What will you do with your new
freedoms? Will you give God all that you are?
TEEN: (Responds affirmatively, then is asked to recite Galatians
2:20.)
TRIP LEADER: (Takes teen's walking stick and washes it with wa
ter from a pot on the fire.) Your life is purified and has joined
with Christ's. You are awesome in His sight!
ADULTS: We, too, give God our very lives, and choose to live for
Him!
Station 3 - DealingwithMy Sin
TRIP LEADER: The good news of the Gospel is that "while we were
still sinners, Christ died for us." (Romans 5:8) What do you say
about the sin in your own life? Whatwill you do with it?
TEEN: (Recites the following, which is taken from Romans 6:11-14.)
I count myself dead to sin but aUve to God in Christ Jesus.
Therefore I do not let sin reign in my body, nor will I obey its
evil desires. I will not offer my body to sin, as instruments of
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wickedness, but rather offer myself to God, as one who has been
brought from death to life; and I offer the parts ofmy body to
Him as instruments of righteousness. Sin shall not be my
master, because I Uve under God's grace.
TRIP LEADER & ADULTS: In the name and authority of Jesus
Christ, we pronounce that you are forgiven in Christ, and offer
you His peace for your life. (John 20:23)
TRIP LEADER: (Removes sheet from camper.) You are clean, you
are a new creation! (2 Corinthians 5:17) You are set free from
your sin to go and serve Jesus!
Station 4 - Giving God Who I'm Becoming
PARENT/SPONSOR: I am proud of (name) and am thankful for
the wise choices he/she has made, including his/her decision to
give him/herself to Jesus. I think (name) will continue to make
wise decisions in the future, and I bless him/her and his/her fu
ture in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ!
TRIP LEADER: You've made it this far, and now as an adult, we
believe with God's help you can make it farther still. But I ask
you: will you give your future, your spouse, your job, your edu
cation, your family, all that you hope to be, to Jesus this day?
TEEN: (Recites Philippians 3:12-14.)
Station 5 - Receiving God's Call
Trip leader moves toward the teen and places a gold nail-cross on a
leather cord around his/her neck.
TRIP LEADER: God has called you to serve Him and to live faith
fully in His will, honoring those around you, and living always
for Him. This nail-cross lanyard is a symbol to remind you that
following Jesus will not always be easy, but youwill never be
alone. Even when you feel God has left you, you wiU have
many Christian brothers and sisters to lift you up. We will
always love and respect you. You have changed our lives, and
seeing Jesus in you reminds us how much we love Him, too!
(Hug, embrace.)
Now the teen goes to stand with the adults.
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Station 6 - Following Jesus
After all the teens have been initiated through stations 1-5, proceed
with 6 & 7.
TRIP LEADER: It will not always be easy, following Jesus. What
will you do, how will you respond when the going gets diffi
cult?
ALL TOGETHER: (Recite 1 Peter 1:3-9.)
TRIP LEADER: The nails in our crosses are to remind us of the
hardships of following Jesus. Our nail-cross is gold, however, to
remind you of how we are being changed and refined as Jesus
walks with us through our trials.
Station 7 - Holy Communion
Trip leader reads from Luke 22:19-22. After a prayer of consecra
tion, all the backpackers come to take Communion.
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